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Abstract 
 

 

 

Environmental and economical issues lead to the definition of ambitious goals of 

integrating distributed generation based on renewable energy sources into the network. 

Distribution networks were not originally design to receive generation. Its protection system 

was also not originally design considering generation at the distribution level. High 

penetration of generation into distribution networks may disturb the protection system of the 

network and protective devices may lose their coordination.  

Maloperation of the protection system of the distribution network can lead to unnecessary 

loss of the distributed generation units. This can have a negative impact on the quality and 

the stability of the distribution network. Furthermore, in Portugal, when distributed 

generation is disconnected from the network it can only be reconnected after three minutes. 

This temporary loss of distributed generation has great costs for the producers. This 

motivates the search of solutions for the protection problems and to enhance availability of 

distributed generation. New protection schemes that can adapt to the changes in the network 

configuration have been investigated giving rise to the concept of adaptive protection. 

This work begins by identifying the impact of distributed generation into the protection 

system of a Medium Voltage distribution network. In order to guarantee the protective relay 

selectivity and enhance the availability of distributed generation units an adaptive protection 

scheme is presented, making use of the functionalities of modern multifunctional relays. In 

this case the possibility of commuting between different sets of parameters is deployed. This 

possibility is tested, under the concept of the adaptive protection scheme, using a real time 

digital simulator, RTDSTM Simulator, in a closed loop test with a commercial protective relay, 

EFACEC TPU S220, set with the respective protection functions. 
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Resumo 
 

 

 

Preocupações económicas e ambientais levaram à definição de metas ambiciosas de 

integração de geração distribuída, baseada em fontes de energia renováveis, na rede elétrica. 

A rede de distribuição não foi originalmente projetada para receber geração de energia. Da 

mesma forma, o seu sistema de proteção também não foi projetado considerando geração ao 

nível da distribuição. Elevados níveis de penetração de geração na rede distribuição podem 

perturbar o seu sistema de proteção e os equipamentos de proteção podem perder a sua 

coordenação. 

O mau funcionamento do sistema de proteção da rede de distribuição pode levar à perda 

desnecessária das unidades de geração distribuídas. Isto pode ter um impacto negativo na 

qualidade e estabilidade da rede de distribuição. Para além disso, em Portugal, quando a 

geração distribuída é desligada da rede, só pode voltar a ligar-se à mesma depois de 

decorridos três minutos. Esta perda temporária da geração distribuída tem grandes custos 

para os produtores. Isto motiva a procura de soluções para os problemas de proteção. Novos 

esquemas de proteção, com capacidade de se adaptarem às alterações na configuração da 

rede, devido à integração de geração na mesma, têm sido propostos dando origem a conceitos 

de proteção adaptativa. 

Este trabalho começa por identificar o impacto da geração distribuída no sistema de 

proteção da rede de distribuição de média tensão. De modo a garantir a seletividade dos relés 

de proteção e melhorar a disponibilidade das unidades de geração distribuída, um esquema 

de proteção adaptativa é apresentado, fazendo uso das funcionalidades dos relés modernos 

multifuncionais. Neste caso é desenvolvida a possibilidade de comutar entre grupos de 

parâmetros operacionais diferentes. Esta possibilidade é testada, sob o conceito do esquema 

de proteção adaptativa, usando um simulador digital de tempo real, RTDSTM Simulator, em 

teste em malha fechada com um relé de proteção comercial, EFACEC TPU S220, 

parametrizado com as respetivas funções de proteção. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 
 

 

 

The principal objective of this work is a real time test of a commercial application within 

the concept of an adaptive protection scheme, for a Medium Voltage distribution network 

with Distributed Generation. 

In this first chapter it is presented the motivation and reasons that lead to the 

development of this work. In the final part of this chapter it is made the description of the 

structure of the dissertation. 

1.1 - The Future of Distribution Network 

Distribution grids have been experiencing an increase in the number of Distributed 

Generation units. Deregulation of supply markets, negative environmental impacts of fossil-

fueled power generation and depletion of fossil fuel resources are just some of the 

motivations behind the increase of penetration of Distributed Generation into distribution 

networks. 

Radial configuration is the most conventional configuration of Medium Voltage distribution 

network. When Distributed Generation units are connected to distribution networks it 

changes their radial configuration and affects the performance of the protection system and 

control over the network. To ensure a proper interface between Distributed Generation units 

and the electric utility system, intelligent new controls will be essential if Distributed 

Generation is to be used efficiently and safely, progressing towards the Smart Grid 

concept [1]. In a general way, Smart Grid seeks to apply technology, tools and techniques to 

enable the grid to work more efficiently. The concept of Smart Grid incorporates features 

such as automation, communication, distributed generation, distributed storage and 

advanced metering [2, 3].  

Distributed Generation units contribute to all faults and may thereby disturb the network 

protection. The distribution protection scheme was designed according to the existing design 

of the distribution system. With Distributed Generation the distribution network will no 

longer be radial which can lead to losing the existing coordination among protection devices 

[4-6]. Adaptive Protection has been proposed as a solution to enhancing the performance of 

protection schemes in networks with Distributed Generation.  
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Essentially, adaptive protection relies on modifying its behavior based on the prevailing 

power system conditions [7]. Modern multifunctional relays have numerous features, such as 

multiple setting groups and programmable scheme logic that allow them to adapt to a new 

system configuration and optimize the protection performance [8, 9]. It is a way of smarter 

protection for tackling some of the protection performance issues. By doing so, it would allow 

the growth of penetration of generation into the network without compromising its 

protection.  

1.2 - Motivation and Objectives 

During the last years, an increased penetration of Distributed Generation especially in 

distribution networks has been verified. Portugal has defined ambitious goals of generation 

using renewable energy sources. This provides a boost for the diffusion of renewable 

Distributed Generation, which is expected to continue to grow. 

Connecting Distributed Generation to the distribution network may cause various 

problems related to incorrect operation of system protections. Excessive growth of 

Distributed Generation disturbs the radial structure and changes the fault current flowing in 

different branches. These changes disturb the existing protection plant and lead to miss 

coordination between protective devices. This leads to a limitation of the Dispersed 

Generation capacity that can be connected to the distribution network. Therefore, it is 

important to detect the protection problems due to high penetration of generation into the 

network and find solutions for those problems. 

In order to avoid unwanted operation and failure of protection systems, this work will 

focus on the development of advanced distribution network protection systems. It will define 

a flexible scheme for distribution network protection in order to guarantee the protective 

relay selectivity and enhance the availability of Distributed Generation units. Furthermore, in 

order to ensure a successful operation of the different protection relays, some pre-defined 

settings may need to be changed taking into account operating conditions such as the 

topology configuration of the network. In this case, the possibility of commuting between 

different sets of parameters will be deployed. 

 

This work was developed within the architecture of the SuSTAINABLE project. The main 

objective of this architecture is to allow large scale integration of Distributed Energy 

Resources, namely Distributed Generation based on variable Renewable Energy Sources in a 

secure and efficient way. The architecture of the SuSTAINABLE concept is based on the 

hierarchical architecture already deployed in the InovGrid test site in Évora, Portugal – 

InovCity. 

1.3 - Structure 

This present dissertation is constituted by six chapters, being the present chapter 

dedicated to the introduction of the proposed theme. 

The second chapter presents a description of the protection systems in Portuguese 

Medium Voltage distribution networks, namely the protection at the High Voltage to Medium 

Voltage substation for the protection of Medium Voltages feeders and the protection system 
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at the point of interconnection between the Distributed Generation and the distribution 

network. In this chapter a review of the influence of the neutral systems in the distribution 

network, as well, a brief description of the type of faults that can occur in the network are 

presented. 

The third chapter is dedicated to the challenges in the protection system due to the 

integration of Distributed Generation into the distribution network. The challenges analyzed 

are protection blinding, sympathetic tripping, loss of mains protection and failure of auto-

reclosing. A theoretical analysis of each of these problems is made. That analysis involves the 

influence of Distributed Generation location and capacity and the influence of the location of 

the fault. Lastly, some models of adaptive protection are presented. 

The fourth chapter consists in an analytical study of sympathetic tripping. It is shown how 

sympathetic tripping of a Medium Voltage protection scheme might occur when there is high 

penetration of generation into the network. 

The fifth chapter presents an adaptive protection concept and how it can be applied to 

the distribution network in order to prevent sympathetic tripping. A real time closed loop test 

with a commercial protective relay, EFACEC TPU S220, and a real time digital simulator, 

RTDS-Simulator FEUP, to validate the proposed adaptive protection scheme is presented. 

The sixth and final chapter presents the principal conclusions drawn with this work. The 

limitations of this work are also explored. Lastly, some options of future work are presented. 
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Chapter 2  

Distribution Network: System Protection 
 

 

 

This chapter presents the system protections existing in the Portuguese Medium Voltage 

distribution network accordingly to its regulation. Both the protection system for the Medium 

Voltage overhead lines from the High Voltage to Medium Voltage substation and the 

protection system at the point of interconnection between Distributed Generation and the 

distribution network are described. The neutral system used in the transformers of the High 

Voltage to Medium Voltage substation and in the transformers connecting the Distributed 

Generation to the distribution network is also presented. The technical conditions that allow 

the connection of Distributed Generation are also presented. Lastly, the protective device 

used in this work is addressed. 

2.1 - Faults in the Distribution Network 

A disturbance, namely a fault, is a sudden change or a sequence of changes in the 

components or the formation of a power system. In Medium Voltage (MV) feeders these 

disturbances can be classified accordingly to their origin: internal or external. External faults 

occur due to an element external to the system itself, such as, atmosphere conditions, and 

contact between external elements to the system. Internal faults have their origin in the 

system itself, e.g. overvoltages generated by changes in the operating conditions of the 

system such as switching operations [10]. The disturbances that occur on distribution network 

are manifested in the form of overvoltage, overload and overcurrent. The latter is the most 

pertinent for this work. 

Overcurrent, or short-circuit, is a condition on the power system where energized 

conductors come in contact (or generate an arc by coming in close proximity) with each other 

or with the ground, allowing (typically large) fault currents to flow. The majority of short-

circuits occur in overhead lines, due to their big exposure to phenomenon of physical nature 

[11]. The current that flows through an element of a power system is a parameter which can 

be used to detect faults, given the large increase in current flow when a short-circuit occurs 

[12]. Short-circuit calculations are used in relation to protection settings to define the 

respective protection parameters. 
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2.1.1 - Types of short-circuit 

Short-circuits can be classified into two types: symmetrical and asymmetrical. 

Symmetrical faults, that is three-phase faults and three-phase-to-earth faults, with 

symmetrical impedances to the fault, leave the electrical system balanced and therefore can 

be treated by using a single-phase representations. In case of asymmetrical faults – line-to-

earth, line-to-line, and line-to-line-to-earth – the symmetry is lost and in these cases a 

method of analyzing the fault that provides a convenient means of dealing with the 

asymmetry is required. Asymmetrical faults can be analyzed recurring to the Fortescue 

theorem, which reduces the complexity of the analysis of this type of short-circuit. This 

theorem says that an unbalanced three-phase system can be decomposed into three three-

phase systems designated as symmetrical components – positive sequence, negative sequence 

and zero sequence – that have properties of symmetry [11-13]. In Figure 2.1 the different 

types of short-circuits that can occur in the Distribution Network are represented. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 – Schemes illustrating the different types of short-circuit (Adapted from [14]) 

The short-circuit represented in Figure 2.1 are: 

a) Three-phase fault without earth; 

b) Three-phase fault with earth; 

c) Phase-to-phase fault without earth; 

d) Phase-to-phase fault with earth; 

e) Phase-to-earth fault. 

 

2.2 - Medium Voltage Network: System Protection 

A properly co-ordinated protection system is vital to ensure that an electricity distribution 

network can operate within preset requirements for safety of individual equipment, staff and 

public, and the network overall [12]. In case of a disturbance, it is necessary to have a system 

protection to isolate it as quickly as possible in order to limit the effects of short-circuit 

currents. In this work the focus will be given to the protection system of a Medium Voltage 

(MV) network. 

A protection system is installed in the MV feeder1 panel at the High Voltage (HV) to 

Medium Voltage primary substation. This protection system is composed of several 

                                                 
1 Feeders are overhead lines or cables that are used to distribute the load to the costumers, 
interconnecting the distribution substations with the loads. 
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equipments. The most relevant for this work are the circuit breaker and the protective relay. 

The latter is composed of several protection functions (see Section 2.3) to detect faults 

conditions in the protected feeder. In case of a fault the protection function issues a trip to 

open the circuit breaker and isolate the faulty area. In Figure 2.2 it is possible to observe an 

example of the location of those protection equipments (protective relay of line 1 and line 2: 

R1 and R2 and the respective circuit breakers).  

Due to the interconnection of Distributed Generation2 units with the distribution network 

there is also another protection system at the point of interconnection. In Figure 2.2 the 

protection relay is designated as R3 and it is also composed of several protection functions 

described in Section 2.4 

 

 

Figure 2.2 – Example of a Medium Voltage network with Distributed Generation and its protection 
system (Adapted from [14]) 

2.3 - Medium Voltage Protection Functions: feeder substation  

In the MV feeder panel at the HV/MV substation the protection system is formed by 

several equipments. The most important are the circuit breaker and the protective relay. The 

latter constitutes an Intelligent Electronic Device (IED3) which supports several functions for 

the protection of the MV feeder. In Portugal and according to [15], the IED protecting the MV 

feeder (main circuit breaker) should have the following protection functionalities: 

 

 Protection against phase faults (ANSI #504); 

 Protection against earth-faults (ANSI #67N, ANSI #50N, ANSI #61N); 

 Frequency Protection (ANSI #81); 

 Broken Conductor Check (ANSI #50BF); 

                                                 
2 Small power plants at or near loads and scattered throughout the service area. It is also designated as 
dispersed generation, embedded generation, decentralized generation or distributed energy resources. 

3 Term used in electrical power industry to describe a microprocessor-based controllers. 

4 ANSI standard device numbers to identify the features of a protective device. 
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 Synchronism Check (ANSI #25); 

 Voltage Check; 

 Reclosings (ANSI #79). 

 

Each protection function is briefly described in the next subsections. 

2.3.1 - Protection against phase-faults 

The phase overcurrent protection (ANSI #50) is able to discriminate faults conditions 

provided that the current magnitude in one or more phases exceeds a certain threshold. This 

protection function is used to detect phase-to-phase faults and three-phase symmetrical 

faults. According to [15] this protection function has three levels of detection and are defined 

according to the value of the voltage level. Table 2.1 shows the settings of this protection 

function and the corresponding time of operation for each level of detection. In this work the 

settings used for the protection function are according to Table 2.1 and for 15 kV. 

 
Table 2.1 – Settings of phase overcurrent protection [15] 

Level of detection 10 kV 15 kV 30 kV 
Operation Time – 

Top (s) 

1ºlevel: I> (A)                          

2ºlevel: I>> (A)                    

3ºlevel: I>>> (A)                    

 

In Table 2.1    corresponds to the maximum current handled by the conductor in cold 

situation (usually the maximum capacity of the line) [15]. The operation time corresponds to 

the time interval between the detection of the current violation and the transmission signal 

to open the circuit breaker. 

The phase overcurrent protection function (I>> and I>>>) should be blocked if the 

percentage of second harmonic in phase current signals is higher than a pre-defined value. 

The maximum ratio between the second harmonic and the fundamental frequency component 

is 15% [15]. When a load is connected to the distribution network a transitory phenomenon 

that produce inrush current and may cause instantaneous trip of phase overcurrent protection 

can occur [16, 17]. 

The phase overcurrent protection should also be able to trigger the reclosing function (see 

Section 2.3.6) with rapid and/or slow reclosing of the circuit breaker [18]. 

2.3.2 - Protection against earth-faults 

To protect against earth-faults there are three functions: Large Resistance Earth-Faults 

Protection (ANSI #61N); Directional Earth-Fault Overcurrent (ANSI #67N); and Earth-Fault 

Overcurrent (ANSI #50N).  

 

 Large Resistance Earth-Faults: 

The large resistance earth-faults protection function, as the name suggests, is responsible 

for detecting earth-faults with very large resistance. It is a protection function with very high 
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sensitivity [14]. According to [15], the setting of large resistance earth-faults protection does 

not depend on the neutral system (see Section 2.5). A curve of the type IEC5 Long Time 

Inverse should be used with the following characteristics: 

 

         

        

 

where     is the operational current also, designated as pick-up current, and    is the time 

multiplier. The minimum operation time of the large resistance earth-faults protection should 

be limited to [1.23s; 2.53s]. According to [15] it is preferable to use the value 1.23s. 

 

 Directional Earth-Fault Overcurrent: 

The directional earth-fault overcurrent protection function is responsible for detecting 

earth-faults with small resistance. This protection function has the ability of directionality. 

According to [15] the directionality is obtained through the angular difference (  in Table 2.2) 

between the zero-sequence voltage and the current.  

The setting of this protection depends on the neutral system (see Section 2.5) and it 

should be used the following settings: 

 
Table 2.2 – Settings of directional earth-fault overcurrent protection [15] 

 Reactance 

300 A 

Reactance 

1000 A 
Resistance Neutral Isolated 

    (A) 40 40 40 2 

                                       

      10 15 45 90 

        0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

 

Where    
        

 
 corresponds to the zero sequence voltage and    is the maximum 

nominal voltage. 

 

According to [15], for the values calculated for the reactance 300 A and 1000 A, it was 

considered a relationship X/R of 3 [19]. In case of greater values, directional earth-phase 

overcurrent may not detect the fault. 

 

 Earth-Fault Overcurrent: 

The earth-fault overcurrent protection function is similar to the previous function. The 

difference lies on the fact that this one does not have directionality and also the setting of 

this protection function does not depend on the neutral system of the installation. According 

to [15] it should be used the following settings: 

 

          

            

                                                 
5 IEC is the International Standards and Conformity Assessment for all electrical, electronic and related 
technologies 
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If the capacitive contribution is greater than 90 A the operational current should be 

determined as follow:             , where      is the maximum capacitive current [15]. 

According to [19], at a substation with a neutral reactance for 300 A, it is considered a 

maximum capacitive contribution of 100 A. If the substation has isolated neutral it can also 

be considered the previous value. On the other hand if the neutral regime of the substation is 

limited by a reactance for 1000 A, the operational current will be three times bigger than the 

one presented. 

2.3.3 - Frequency Protection 

In case there are DG units connected to the MV feeder, the frequency protection should 

be activated according to the settings of the under and overfrequency protection defined in 

Section 2.4 [15]. 

2.3.4 - Broken Conductor 

The broken conductor function (ANSI #50BF) is used to detect rupture of phase 

conductors. Continuous or severe overload conditions remaining undetected by the protection 

system can lead to the deterioration and subsequent rupture of phase conductors. Broken 

conductor, as short-circuits, are power system fault conditions that must be handled by the 

protection system. Detection of broken conductors is based in methods that allow the 

detection of asymmetry by the emerging of negative sequence components. 

According to [15] the broken conductor function does not provoke the trip of the 

associated circuit breaker, but instead it is used for issuing an alarm to the control centre.  

2.3.5 - Synchronous and Voltage Check 

Before closing a circuit breaker, it must first be verified if the two network sections that 

are going to be reconnected are in synchronism conditions, meaning that the difference 

between the two voltage signals in terms of magnitude, phase angle and frequency is within 

pre-defined tolerances. The lack of synchronism between both sides of the circuit breaker, 

typically a busbar and a line (or transformer), or two different busbars, may seriously 

compromise power system stability when the circuit breaker is closed. 

The synchronism detector should have the following settings [15]: 

 

 Angle shift: 10° 

 Voltage shift:       

 Frequency shift: 0.2 Hz 

 High level of voltage:        

 Low level of voltage:       

 Maximum synchronism verification time: 5s.  

 

In case there are voltage detectors at the HV/MV substation they should have the 

following settings [15]: 
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 Connection voltage permission:       

 Maximum confirmation time: 5s. 

 

The voltage check protection function is responsible for detecting the presence of voltage in 

the MV side. It is specially used when there are DG units connected to the MV feeder. This 

protection function impedes the closing of the circuit breaker when there is voltage in the 

feeder (due to islanding of the DG) by an automatic or voluntary command (local or remote 

control). 

2.3.6 - Reclosing 

Reclosing consists on an automatic control for closing the circuit breaker, after a trip 

provoked by the actuation of any protection function. The primary objective of this function 

is to eliminate the non-permanent faults (70% to 80% of the total faults [12]). It allows 

automatic service reestablishment after short time interruptions. This way it is possible to 

reduce the number of interruptions of the network, without having to isolate the line in case 

of a non-permanent fault. However, in case of a permanent fault the circuit breaker should 

be able to isolate the faulty line.  

According to [20] there are two types of reclosing in the distribution network: rapid 

reclosing and slow reclosing. The rapid reclosing is characterized by having a reduced time of 

isolation, normally not over 0.4 seconds. The slow reclosing is characterized for having an 

isolation time in the order of tens of seconds and not over 120 seconds. The same author also 

defines the possible modes of operation for these types of reclosing, as presented in the next 

table. 

 
Table 2.3 – Modes of operation of the auto-reclosing function [20] 

Modes of operation Description 

0 Inhibited reclosing 

4 1 rapid reclosing 

2 1 slow reclosing 

3 2 slow reclosings 

6 1 rapid reclosing + 1 slow reclosing 

7 1 rapid reclosing + 2 slow reclosing 

 

The mode of operation currently used by the Portuguese Distribution System Operator 

(DSO6) in the protection of the MV feeders in the HV/MV substation is mode of operation 7 

[15]. This mode of operation is activated through overcurrent protection function, directional 

earth-fault overcurrent protection and large resistance earth-fault protection. After the 

opening of the circuit breaker, rapid reclosing is activated depending on its time of isolation. 

If the fault still remains, after the fast reclosing of the circuit breaker, two slow reclosings 

are performed. After this, if the fault was not yet cleared, then the circuit breaker opens and 

                                                 
6 Distribution System Operator is responsible for ensure the exploitation, maintenance, planning and 

construction of the distribution network, among others. 
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locks out in that position. The circuit breaker is then only closed after technical intervention 

(remote or manual reset control) to clear the fault. The parameters of rapid reclosing and 

slow reclosing (first and second) used in the Portuguese MV distribution network are 

presented in Table 2.4, Table 2.5 and Table 2.6, respectively. 

 
Table 2.4 – Parameters of the rapid reclosing [15] 

Description Value (s) 

Instantaneous time 0.05 

Isolation Time 0.3 

Interlock time 60 

  
Table 2.5 – Parameters of the first slow reclosing [15] 

Description Value (s) 

Isolation Time 15 

Interlock time 60 

 
Table 2.6 – Parameters of the second reclosing [15] 

Description Value (s) 

Isolation Time 30 

Interlock time 60 

2.4 - Protection Functions: Distributed Generation connection 

point 

The integration of DG in the distribution network requires the installation of a protection 

system in the point of interconnection. This makes it possible to isolate the DG unit, in case 

of a fault or when the circuit breaker of the MV feeder is open. This way the quality of 

service and security of the network is maintained. According to [15] the connection between 

the network and the DG units should have the following protection functions: 

 

 Undervoltage and Overvoltage Protection (ANSI #27, ANSI #59); 

 Neutral Overvoltage Protection (ANSI #59N); 

 Under frequency and Over frequency Protection (ANSI #81); 

 Overcurrent Protection (ANSI #50); 

 

Depending on the topology of the connection of the DG to the network, there are various 

types of special regime producers7 [15]. Throughout this work it will be consider topology d): 

DG connected to the MV distribution network, with point of connection on the producer’s 

installation and with load associated to the branch line of connection [15]. 

                                                 
7 The production of electricity of special regime producers is an activity, under special legal regimes, of the 

production of electricity, namely through the use of renewable endogenous resources or technologies that 
produce both heat and electricity. 
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The ownership entity of the receiving network is responsible for the setting of the 

interconnection protection functions. The Portuguese DSO adopted two different protection 

schemes for DGs (as shown in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8). Thus the DG developers have the 

possibility to choose either one or the other protection scheme, usually designated as 

option A (on Table 2.7) and option B (on Table 2.8). 

 
Table 2.7 – Protection scheme for DGs following option A [15] 

Protection Value Operation Time (s) 

1º level of undervoltage:          0.00s...0.1s 

1º level of overvoltage           0.00s...0.1s 

1º level of neutral overvoltage8:           0.00s...0.1s 

Under frequency:    49.5 Hz 0.00s...0.1s 

Over frequency:    50.5 Hz 0.00s...0.1s 

1º level of overcurrent:             1.5s 

2ºlevel of overcurrent:             0.0s 

 
Table 2.8 – Protection scheme for DGs following option B [15] 

Protection Value Operation Time (s) 

1º level of undervoltage:          1.5s 

2º level of undervoltage:               0.00s...0.1s 

1º level of overvoltage           0.00s...0.1s 

1º level of neutral overvoltage9:           1.5s 

2º level of neutral overvoltage9:           0.00s...0.1s 

Under frequency:    49.5 Hz 0.00s...0.1s 

Over frequency:    50.5 Hz 0.00s...0.1s 

             - 

1º level of overcurrent:            10 1.5s 

2ºlevel of overcurrent:             0.0s 

 

In case of a fault, option A isolates the DG unit instantaneously. This way the DG is 

disconnected before the reclosing of the circuit breaker of the MV feeder. This avoids a 

situation of parallelism, due to rapid reclosing (maximum duration of 300 ms), between the 

network and the DG unit, in which synchronism conditions may not be in place [14]. However, 

                                                 
8 In case the normal operating regime of the interconnection substation is neutral isolated then 
           . 

9 In case the normal operating regime of the interconnection substation is neutral isolated then 
            with top=1.65s and     deactivated. 

10      (in Portuguese nomenclature) corresponds to the current at the point of interconnection between 

the DG and the distribution network.  
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in case of a fault in an adjacent line to the one that contains the DG unit, the circuit breaker 

in the point of interconnection may suddenly actuate. This may happen because the 

protection of the DG unit sees the voltage drop, due to the fault, provoking an unnecessary 

trip of the circuit breaker. 

In order to minimize the coordination problems of the protection settings of option A, as 

described before, option B was created [21]. The main differences between option A and 

option B are the operation time of neutral overvoltage and undervoltage protection which 

have a bigger time delayed in option B. Consequently option B is more adequate to avoid the 

disconnection of DG in case of a fault in a parallel line to the one where the DG is connected. 

However if DG developer intends to implement protection scheme on option B, it has to 

invest on an extra relay for the HV/MV substation which includes synchronism or voltage 

check functions, in order to avoid out-of-phase reclosing of the circuit breaker in the utility 

substation [22]. Option B (see Table 2.8) forces also the existence of a second level of 

undervoltage detection. The regulation of this second level of detection is made according to 

the voltage limit for which the frequency protection blocks (      ) when voltage drops 

(see Table 2.8) [23]. 

The time since the violation of the limit and the transmission of the command signal to 

the circuit breaker, of the over and under frequency protection function is 0.07 seconds, and 

for the other protection functions is 0.03 seconds [24].  

2.4.1 - Under and Overvoltage Protection 

The voltage protection function allows the disconnection of the DG unit when its terminal 

voltage exceeds the pre-defined limits. When the superior limit of the voltage is exceeded 

the overvoltage protection function actuates and the circuit breaker in the point of 

interconnection of the DG to the network opens. On the other hand if the measured voltage 

drops below the inferior limit stipulated, then the undervoltage protection function actuates 

and the DG unit is disconnected by the opening of the circuit breaker. 

The undervoltage protection function blocks the reconnection of the DG unit to the 

network if the network voltage is not reestablished. The undervoltage protection function is 

also used to detect islanding situations, disconnecting the DG unit when such situation is 

unbearable [14]. 

2.4.2- Neutral Overvoltage Protection 

The neutral overvoltage protection function detects overvoltages in the network due to 

earth-faults, proceeding with the disconnection of the DG unit in such cases [14, 16].  

2.4.3 - Under and Over Frequency Protection 

The variation of the frequency means that the generation and consumption are 

unbalanced. This variation can cause serious problems or even damage the equipment 

connected to the network and the equipment of the network itself [14, 16]. The over 

frequency and under frequency protection functions trips the circuit breaker at the point of 
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connection of the DG unit to the network, when the frequency’s upper and lower limits are 

exceeded, respectively. 

The frequency protection function is also used to detect islanding situations, in which the 

distribution network is functioning isolated from the grid upstream and being supported only 

by the DG units. 

Usually the measurement of the frequency by the frequency relays is limited to a certain 

minimum voltage value. This way when the voltage drops below that certain value, the 

frequency protection actuates even if the frequency limits are not exceeded. This is 

necessary to prevent problems associated to incorrect frequency measurements [23]. 

2.4.4 - Overcurrent Protection 

The overcurrent protection function is used to protect the DG unit and the point of 

connection to the network in case of overload and emerging high currents due to short-

circuits. In this cases if the current is superior to the maximum limit stipulated, the 

overcurrent protection function sends an order to open the circuit breaker isolating the DG 

unit. 

2.5 - Neutral System 

Neutral earthing has to be taken into consideration when performing an analysis of the 

protection system in terms of short-circuits. This is because there are different types of 

neutral earthing regimes, usually applied on the secondary winding of transformers, and each 

one brings different aspects to the system when earth-faults occur. 

In the Portuguese MV distribution network three types of neutral earthing are used: 

 Isolated Neutral; 

 Neutral solidly earthed; 

 Neutral earthed through an impedance. 

2.5.1 - Isolated Neutral 

Despite the name, isolated systems are not really isolated from earth. Stray capacitance 

will exist between conductors and the general mass of the earth. In case of a phase-fault, in a 

MV feeder, the contribution of the zero sequence current comes only from the capacitive 

currents of all the MV lines (see Figure 2.3) [14]. In this case, small currents will flow using 

the stray capacitance as a return path. 
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Figure 2.3 – Example of a MV network with neutral isolated (Adapted from [14]) 

Due to the small currents, the system can continue operating in the presence of a single 

earth-fault. This happens because the protective devices may not be able to detect the 

fault [16].  

On the other hand, in case of a fault, the voltage in the healthy phases suffers high 

overvoltages. This way, all equipment should be rated based on the phase-to-phase voltage. 

This is necessary because the overvoltage can be in such way that the phase-to-earth voltage 

could reach the same value as the phase-to-phase voltage [14, 16]. 

2.5.2 - Neutral Solidly Earthed 

In this type of neutral system the connection to earth is made through an impedance with 

a very small value, approximately zero (see Figure 2.4). 

 

 

Figure 2.4 – Example of a MV network with neutral solidly earthed (Adapted from [14]) 

Solidly earthed systems are characterized by high levels of fault current. High value of 

earth faults can be cleared quickly [16]. In case of a phase-to-earth fault, overvoltages in the 

healthy phases are not very high. This way, the equipments can be rated based on the phase-

to-earth voltage. 

2.5.3 - Neutral Earthed through an Impedance 
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In this type of neutral system the connection to earth is made via impedance. Earthing 

can be accomplished via resistors, inductors or resonant devices. Neutral earthing via 

impedance is employed when it is desirable to limit the magnitude of fault current to 

manageable levels. High levels of fault current are undesirable as they can lead to 

irreversible damage equipment systems. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 – Example of a MV network with neutral earthed via an impedance (Adapted from [14]) 

In Portugal, neutral reactance that limits the earth-fault current to 300 A in case of 

overhead lines is used. In case of underground network the current is limited to 1000 A [16, 

19]. 

2.5.4 - Neutral system of the transformers at the High Voltage to Medium 

Voltage substation 

The Portuguese Distribution System Operator defines the possible connections of the 

transformer windings according to the number of windings and the nominal voltage, as shown 

in Table 2.9. 

 
Table 2.9 – Type of connection of the power transformer at the HV/MV substation [25] 

Nominal Voltage (kV) Connection Symbols 

60/10.5 YN, d11  

60/15.75 YN, d11 YN, d5 

60/31.5 YN, yn0, d  

60/31.5/10.5 YN, yn0, d11  

60/31.5/15.75 YN, yn0, d11 YN, yn0, d5 

60/31.5-15.75 YN, d11 YN, d5 

 

The transformers can have two or three windings. In the case of three windings the third 

one will have a stabilizing function and it is the one in which the connection to earth is made. 

In case the transformer has only two windings, the neutral system in the secondary winding in 

a transformer of the HV/MV substation should be in triangle connected to earth through an 

artificial neutral [14, 21]. This connection is accomplished by the installation of a three phase 
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reactance in the MV busbar. The objective of using the artificial neutral reactance is to limit 

the phase-to-earth fault current. As mentioned before, in Portugal, neutral reactances are 

used that limit the earth-fault currents to 300 A in case of overhead or mix networks and 

1000 A in case of underground network [16, 19]. 

2.5.5 - Neutral system of the transformers of Distributed Generation 

The connection of the DG units to the distribution network is made trough a transformer. 

One of the transformer windings has to be in triangle and if there is neutral at the MV side 

then it has to be an isolated neutral [26]. One of the advantages of the triangle connection is 

that the DG does not transmit third order harmonics and zero-sequence currents into the 

distribution network [14, 21]. This neutral system enables a correct coordination of the earth-

fault overcurrent protection function in the MV feeder at the HV/MV substation. This is 

because the DG will not contribute significantly to the zero-sequence current in case of 

earth-faults in the MV feeder and so the earth-fault overcurrent protection function acts and 

isolates the faulty line. 

2.6 - Technical conditions of the connection to the Distribution 

Network 

The distribution network regulation in [26] defines the technical conditions necessary to 

allow the connection of special regime generation into the distribution network whether 

asynchronous generator or synchronous generator are used. 

The maximum power of asynchronous generator that can be connected to the distribution 

network is 5000 kVA. This connection should be made: 

 After reaching 90% of the synchronous velocity, in case power generator does not 

exceed 500 kVA; 

 After reaching 95% of the synchronous velocity, in case power generator exceeds 

500 kVA. 

 

The connection of synchronous generators can only be made when the following technical 

conditions don’t exceed their limits due to that connection: 

 
Table 2.10 – Technical conditions to connect synchronous generations to the distribution network [26] 

Description 
Power Generator 

To 500 kVA Bigger than 500 kVA 

Network Voltage  0.9 to 1.1 p.u. 0.92 to 1.08 

Network Frequency Variation +/- 0.3 Hz +/- 0.2 Hz 

Angle (relative to the network voltage) +/- 20° +/- 10° 

 

In [26] the conditions for the reconnection of the generation unit when it is isolated by its 

protection system (see Section 2.4) are also defined. The reconnection can only be 

accomplished when the following conditions are satisfied: 
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 The generation unit has to be disconnected from the distribution network for at 

least 3 minutes; 

 The distribution network voltage has to have reached at least 80% of its nominal 

value; 

 The reconnection of various generators should be made with time intervals not 

inferior to 15 seconds. 

 

The wind generation installations should be able to support disturbances without 

disconnecting from the network in the following conditions: 

 Frequency deviation between 47.5 Hz and 51.5 Hz; 

 Negative sequence current until 5% of the nominal current [26]. 

 

The wind parks with installed capacity bigger than 6 MVA must remain connected to the 

grid during voltage drop due to a fault [26]. This capability is designated as fault-ride-through 

capability. In case of a fault, the wind park should not be disconnected of the network if the 

phase-to-phase voltage at its terminals is above the curve represented in Figure 2.6. The wind 

park cannot consume reactive or active power during the fault and during voltage recovery. 

 

Figure 2.6 – Portuguese fault ride-through requirement of voltage versus time profile at point of 
connection [22] 

After the clearance of the fault and the beginning of voltage recovery in the distribution 

network, the reactive power produced should recover according to a growth rate per second 

not inferior to 5% of its nominal power. After the detection of voltage drop, the wind park 

should supply reactive power with a maximum delay of 50 milliseconds [26]. In Figure 2.7 it is 

possible to observe the amount of reactive current in relation to the nominal current that the 

wind park should supply according to the voltage at its terminals. 
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Figure 2.7 – Portuguese fault ride-through requirement for reactive current [22] 

According to Figure 2.7 the wind park should supply 90% of reactive current in relation to 

the nominal current until the network voltage reaches 50% of the nominal voltage. After that 

the supply of reactive current decays linearly until the network voltage reaches 90% of the 

nominal voltage – zone (1) - corresponding to fault operating regime.  Zone (2) corresponds to 

normal operating regime in which the wind park returns to its normal operation [26]. 

By keeping the wind parks running and connected to the network under a fault, System 

Operators intend to improve the power quality parameters such as voltage magnitude and the 

frequency. These parameters are closely related to the real and reactive power balance of 

the network where the wind generation is connected to [22]. Due to the high capacity of the 

wind parks in Portugal, a situation of disconnection of the wind parks can lead to instability of 

the power system. Losing the amount of generation provided by the wind parks can lead to 

unbalanced situations between consumption and production [27]. Thus, wind parks were 

required, by the Grid Code11, to participate in auxiliary services giving support to the voltage 

through reactive power. 

In case of wind parks with fault-ride-through capability the operating parameters of the 

protection functions described in Section 2.4 may have some different values (see [15]).   

2.7 - Intelligent Electronic Device 

The protection functions described in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4 are applied in IEDs, 

more accurately digital relays. Digital protective relays use microprocessor to perform several 

protective, control and similar functions.  

Most of the latest types of relays, such as digital relays, are now multifunctional devices 

with control, metering, reporting and alarm functions in addition to their protection 

capabilities that normally include several types within the same device. Programmable I/O, 

extensive communication features and an advanced human-machine interface (HMI), which is 

normally built into most relays, provide easy access to the available features. Modern relays 

                                                 
11 The Grid Code is a technical specification which defines the parameters a facility connected to a 
public electric network has to meet to ensure safe, secure and economic proper functioning of the 
electrical system. 
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can be programmed to automatically adjust for changes in power system topologies and 

different operating conditions owing to the multiple setting groups feature incorporated in 

most of them [12]. 

The digital protective relay that will be used in this work is EFACEC TPU S220 [24] with 

fully numerical processing of all its functionalities. The TPU S220 is a compact multifunction 

protection relay that provides a cost-effective solution for power system protection while 

offering additional control, measurement and recording functions for an easy and reliable 

power system management. The main application of the TPU S220 is the protection of power 

system overhead lines or underground cables, in high or medium voltage networks, with 

grounded, low-impedance, isolated or compensated neutral [24]. 

The TPU S220 is characterized by an extensive set of features presented in [24]. They 

were projected with communication interface IEC 6185012 assuring the total compatibility 

with other devices, tools and engineering system. 

2.8 - Summary 

In this chapter the main protection systems in a Medium Voltage network with Distributed 

Generation connected to it were described. Details about the protection system for the 

Medium Voltage overhead lines from the primary to secondary substation, as well, the 

protection system at the point of interconnection between Distributed Generation and the 

distribution network were analyzed. A presentation of the existing types of neutral systems 

was also made including the technical conditions to connect generation to a Distribution 

Network. Furthermore the protective device used in this work was addressed and detailed. 

 
  

                                                 
12 IEC 61850 is a standard of communications for substations. It enables integration of all protection, 
control, measurement and monitoring functions within a substation. 
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Chapter 3  

Impact of Generation onto Distribution 
System Protection 

 

 

 

The amount of Distributed Generation located at the distribution level of electrical 

networks is showing rapid growth worldwide. Distributed Generation units contribute to all 

faults and may thereby disturb the network protection.  

This chapter presents an analysis, through theoretical demonstration, of certain feeder 

relay coordination related problems, due to the integration of distributed generation at the 

distribution level. The analysis has into consideration the size and location of distributed 

generation and the location of the fault. Section 3.5 covers the impact of each type of 

distributed generation source on the fault current. Section 3.6 introduces the concept of 

adaptive protection that is intended to cope with the challenges originating from distributed 

generation. It presents the advantages of its implementation and the requirements that 

should have to integrate the distribution network. In addiction this section presents some 

proposals for the implementation of adaptive protection. 

3.1 - Protection Blinding 

When a DG unit is located between the fault point and the feeding substation, the 

operation of feeder overcurrent protection may become interrupted [6, 28]. This 

phenomenon is known as protection blinding or protection under-reach. In case of a fault the 

grid’s contribution is reduced due to a partial contribution from the DG unit. This reduction 

can be in such way that the protection might become inoperative in the worst case faults for 

which it has been adjusted prior the presence of DG [6]. To analyze this problem consider the 

system in Figure 3.1. To simplify the analysis consider that the fault at the end of line 1 is a 

three-phase fault.  
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Figure 3.1 – Example of Medium Voltage distribution network with a sort circuit at bus 3 for study of 
protection blinding (Adapted from [14]) 

In Figure 3.1,     represents the current flowing from the grid upstream and the HV/MV 

substation and will be called hereafter substation current;     is the current supplied from 

the DG unit corresponding to the interconnection current;     is the short circuit (sc) current; 

R1 and R3 represents the feeder relay protection and the relay protection of the DG unit, 

respectively. 

After a short-circuit, the current and voltage at any point on the network can be obtained 

through the sum of the current, or voltage, before the short-circuit and the variation of 

current, or voltage, in the occurrence of a short-circuit (superposition theorem [11]). In the 

occurrence of a short-circuit the pre-fault values are much lower than the variation values 

and they depend on the operational conditions of the network (for example load values) [14]. 

Therefore for the analysis of this protection problem, as well as for the other analysis in the 

next sections it will be consider that the network is unloaded before a short-circuit. The 

study of the fault current will be made using the Thévenin equivalent. 

First the fault current for the system in Figure 3.1 is calculated without the DG unit. 

Figure 3.2 shows the single line diagram for that situation. 

 

 

Figure 3.2 – Single line diagram without DG 

In Figure 3.2,     represents the grid equivalent impedance upstream plus the substation 

transformer impedance;     is the line impedance;    
  represents the voltage from the grid 

upstream;    
       is the short-circuit current without DG and    

       is the current flowing 

from upstream without DG. 

The fault current can be obtained by the division of the network voltage and the 

equivalent impedance seen on the location of the fault [11]. Thus, the short circuit current, 

without the DG unit connected to the system, is given by: 
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where   
  is the pre-fault voltage at bus 3 and     is the equivalent impedance seen at the 

point of fault. Since the grid is considered unloaded before the fault, the pre-fault voltage at 

every bus is equal to the nominal voltage   (   
    

   ). The units of the parameters are 

represented in the per unit system (p.u.) according to their units in the International 

System (IS). Thus the voltage is in p.u. Volts (V), the impedance is in p.u. Ohm (Ω) and the 

current is in p.u. Ampere (A). 

Considering now the DG unit connected at bus 2, the single line diagram for this case is 

represented in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 – Single line diagram with DG unit 

The short-circuit current is given by: 

 

   
   

  
 

   

 
 

     
       

       
 

   (3.2) 

 

where     is the impedance of DG unit plus the impedance of the interconnection 

transformer.  

Since               
         

         
  then    

       
      . By now it is possible to understand 

that the connection of the DG unit to the distribution network increases the value of the fault 

current. Thus, in this case, line 1 will be subjected to greater values of the short circuit 

current when there is a DG unit present. 

From Figure 3.3 it is possible to calculate the network current using Kirchhoff’s Law and 

mesh law, and considering that internal voltages at substation and at DG, before the fault, 

were equal to V (   
     

   ), obtaining the following equations: 
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Substituting Equation (3.3) on Equation (3.5) the DG current when the fault occurs is given 

by: 

 

    
        

  

       

 (3.6) 

 

Substituting Equation (3.6) on Equation (3.4) the current supplied from the substation 

after the short circuit is obtained: 

 

   
   

 

      
   

   
     

 (3.7) 

 

Since   
   

   
      then       

   

   
               and so    

       
      . This means 

that the current at the substation in the presence of DG is less than in the case where there is 

no DG. So in case the DG is connected to the network, the contribution to the fault from the 

grid upstream is reduced. 

3.1.1 - Impact of Distributed Generation capacity, Distributed Generation 

location and fault location on the fault current 

Furthermore it is possible to analyze the impact of DG capacity, the distance of the fault 

and location of the DG unit onto the fault current. For that a ratio between the substation 

current in the presence of DG and the substation current without DG is defined. Considering 

         and          [29], and after some mathematical manipulation, the following 

ratio is obtained: 

 

   
  

   
      

 

 

      
   

   
     

 
       

 
    

      
 

(3.8) 

 

From Figure 3.4 it is possible to analyze the impact of coefficients   and   on the ratio 

defined on Equation (3.8). 

 

Figure 3.4 – Ratio between the current supplied from the substation with and without the DG unit [29] 
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Considering coefficient   constant, it is possible to verify that if   increases the ratio 

decreases. This means that the larger the line impedance (bigger  ) in respect to the 

substation impedance (        ) the larger will be the difference between the substation 

current with, and without, DG. This also means that the further the short-circuit occurs, in 

respect to the point of connection of the DG unit, the bigger will be the reduction of the 

substation current. In this case the protective relay R1 (see Figure 3.1) may measure a 

smaller current and may not trip or trip for a bigger time delay. Considering now the 

coefficient   constant, it is possible to observe that as   decreases the closer the DG unit will 

be from the substation. Consequently the bigger the reduction of the substation current will 

be. Like before, this means that the protective relay R1 (see Figure 3.1) may measure a 

smaller current. Shortly, it is possible to conclude that a large DG unit size (lower 

coefficient  ) and a large line section between the DG unit and the fault (larger coefficient  ) 

may lead to protection blinding [29]. 

It is also possible to define a ratio between the short-circuit current with and without the 

presence of DG, obtaining the following expression: 

 

   
  

   
      

 

 

     
       

       
 

 
       

 
           

         
 

(3.9) 

 

From Figure 3.5 it is possible to analyze the impact of coefficients   and   on the ratio 

defined on Equation (3.9). 

 

Figure 3.5 - Ratio between the short-circuit current with and without the DG unit 

From Figure 3.5 it is possible to verify that the increase of both coefficients   and   

contributes to the reduction of the fault current. This means that bigger line impedance 

(point of the fault further from the substation) and bigger DG impedance (smaller capacity of 

DG) contributes to the reduction of the fault current. On the other hand when the DG unit is 

closer to the substation and the point of the fault is also closer to the substation the ratio on 

Equation (3.9) will be greater (see Figure 3.5) which means there will be a higher fault 

current in the presence of DG. 

Protection blinding can also be affected by the type of DG unit’s generator (see 

Section 3.5). According to [6] in case of induction generator the impact is more likely to 
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result in relay operation delays rather than totally undetected faults. A synchronous 

generator is able to feed prolonged fault current and may thus result in more severe 

problems. 

3.1.2 - Impact of Distributed Generation protection on Protection Blinding 

The contribution of DG during the fault depends on the interconnection protection 

functions (see Section 2.4). If any protection function makes the circuit breaker at the 

interconnection point trip, in a time interval sufficiently small relatively to the operation of 

the circuit breaker in the MV feeder, protection blinding may not happen [14]. 

Considering the distribution network is connected to a large upstream network, the 

occurrence of a three-phase fault would not provoke considerable frequency deviations [14]. 

Thereby, regardless the protection scenario of DG (A or B), the under and over frequency 

protection function would not detect any violation of its limits. This means that the DG is not 

disconnected from the distribution network allowing the occurrence of protection blinding. 

Due to the presence of DG, when a fault occurs, the phase overcurrent protection 

function of R1 (see Figure 3.1) may feel reduction of sensitivity and trip the circuit breaker 

for a maximum time of 1 second (1ºlevel of detection: see Table 2.1) or not detect the fault 

at all. If the fault is not detected by R1 (see Figure 3.1), then the circuit breaker at the 

interconnection point, R3 (see Figure 3.1), may trip, for a time longer than 1 second 

regardless the protection scenario (1ºlevel of detection: see Table 2.7 and Table 2.8). This 

way the DG is disconnected from the network giving chance for phase overcurrent protection 

function of R1 (see Figure 3.1) detect the fault. However, for this case, the network 

equipment downstream the DG (bus B2: Figure 3.1) are subjected to a more high current than 

the one measured by the current transformer of R1 (see Figure 3.1). Consequently those 

equipments may suffer detrition or damage, thus reducing the quality of service and 

reliability of the network components [14]. If the current contribution of DG is really high and 

phase overcurrent protection function of R3 (see Figure 3.1) acts for the second level of 

detection, the DG is disconnected from the network instantaneously minimizing those 

consequences. 

Considering the protection system of DG is option A, if the voltage at Bus 2 (see Figure 

3.1) is less than the set value of undervoltage protection function, than the DG is 

disconnected from the network after 0.03 seconds (see Section 2.4). The time in which the 

DG is still connected to the network may be sufficient to reduce the sensitivity of the MV 

feeder protection. Considering option B, the second level of detection of the undervoltage 

protection function has the same behavior of undervoltage protection function in option A. If 

the voltage at the DG terminal drops only below the first level of detection in option B, it 

takes longer than 1 second for the circuit breaker to trip (see Table 2.8) and it can be enough 

time for protection blinding to occur. 

3.2 - Sympathetic Tripping 

When a fault is located outside the feeder including DG, the DG unit contributes to the 

fault and feeds a fault current ‘upstream’ towards the fault, which may trip the relay located 

at beginning of the DG feeder [6]. This means that the DG feeder will be unnecessary out of 
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service. This situation is called sympathetic tripping although some authors may refer it as 

unwanted tripping or false tripping [28, 30, 31]. To analyze this problem consider the system 

in Figure 3.6. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 – Example of Medium Voltage distribution network with a shot-circuit at bus 3 for study of 
sympathetic tripping (Adapted from [14]) 

Following the same procedure and the same conditions used on the previous section (see 

Section 3.1), first the short-circuit current without the presence of DG unit is calculated. 

Thus, for a three-phase fault at bus 3 (see Figure 3.6) that current is given by: 
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In the presence of DG the single line diagram is similar to the one represented in Figure 

3.3. The difference is in the impedance line. In this case it is    . To simplify and since the DG 

unit is close to the feeder relay protection (R1 in Figure 3.6), line 1 impedance can be 

ignored. Thus, the short-circuit current is given by: 

 

   
   

  
 

   

 
 

     
        

       
 

 (3.11) 

 

As before, in this case the DG unit also contributes to the increase of the sort-circuit 

current, feeding the fault through line 1. The substation current and the contribution of DG 

to the fault are determined as before (see Equation (3.3) to Equation (3.5) in Section 3.1), 

resulting in: 
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From Equation (3.13) it is possible to observe that the contribution of DG depends on the 

impedance of line 2, in other words, it depends on the location of the fault. The closer the 

fault is to the HV/MV substation, the smaller     will be. Thus, the contribution of DG to the 

fault will be bigger. It is also possible to observe that if the DG has a large capacity, then     

will be small and so, the contribution of DG to the fault will be bigger. 

There is a possibility of sympathetic tripping occurring in case of a three-phase fault, 

because the DG can contribute with enough current to make the phase-overcurrent protection 

function of R1 (see Figure 3.6) actuate in case of a fault in an adjacent feeder. 

3.2.1 - Impact of distributed generation capacity, distributed generation 

location and fault location on the fault current 

Considering          and          [29] and after some mathematical manipulation it 

is possible to obtain the ratio between the current supplied from the DG unit and the short-

circuit current in the presence of DG, when a three-phase fault at bus 3 (see Figure 3.6) 

occurs. 

   
   
  

 

 

       
   

   
    

 

     
        

       
 

 
   

 
   

 

      
 (3.14) 

 

From Figure 3.7 it is possible to analyze the impact of coefficients   and   on the ratio 

defined on Equation (3.14). 

 

Figure 3.7 - Ratio between the current supplied from the DG unit and the short-circuit current in the 
presence of DG [14] 

From Figure 3.7 it is possible to verify that the lower the coefficient   (lower DG 

impedance) the greater will be the approximation of the DG current and the short-circuit 

current. Considering that both lines have equal capacity, the approximation of the currents 

may provoke the tripping of both protections R1 (see Figure 3.6) and R2 (see Figure 3.6) at 

the same time. In case line 1 has a lower capacity than line 2, line 1 may trip before line 2. 

This may happen because the protection function of line 1 is set to trip for smaller current 
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amplitude than the protection in line 2. On the other hand, if line 2 has a bigger capacity, the 

trip of a healthy feeder may not happen [14]. 

Considering that the DG unit is instead in the middle of line 1, the DG impedance would 

also consider half of the line 1 impedance (             ). The new DG impedance would 

be greater than before which means the coefficient   would also be greater. Consequently 

the current supplied from the DG unit would be lower (see Equation (3.13)) however the ratio 

in Figure 3.7 would be bigger. 

The location of the fault has influence in the current amplitude supplied from the DG (see 

Equation (3.13)). According to [14] if line 1 capacity is smaller than line 2, the short-circuit 

located closer to the substation may provoke tripping of the healthy feeder. When the 

capacities of both lines are equal, or when the capacity of line 2 is higher than line 1, 

sympathetic tripping may not happen. 

As in the previous protection problem analyzed (see Section 3.1), sympathetic tripping 

can also be affected by the type of DG unit’s generator (see Section 3.5). According to [6] in 

case of traditional induction generator, the current contribution is likely to decay quickly 

enough not to cause any problems. On the contrary, a powerful synchronous generator might 

feed a prolonged fault current and result in unnecessary trippings. 

3.2.2 - Impact of Distributed Generation protection on Sympathetic Tripping 

When a short-circuit occurs in line 2 (see Figure 3.6) it could originate voltage drop in 

line 1 similar to the occurrence of a fault in that line. Considering scenario A for the 

protection of DG, the undervoltage protection function could be activated and the DG is 

disconnected of the network after approximately 0.03s since the start of the fault (see 

Section 2.4). This means that line 1 does not become out of service because the trip time for 

the protection in that line is always higher than 0.03s. However the disconnection of DG with 

high capacity can originate high generation losses in the network. 

Considering that the interconnection protection system of DG has scenario B and so there 

is voltage detectors in the HV/MV substation, then for the first level of undervoltage 

detection the disconnection of the DG unit can be avoided. This is because for this level the 

protection only acts after 1.5 seconds (see Section 2.4). However the bigger time delay used 

allows the occurrence of miss coordination between the protection systems of both lines. The 

healthy line (line 1 in Figure 3.6) may became out of service at the same time as line 2 (see 

Figure 3.6) affecting for a longer time the costumers connected to the healthy feeder. On the 

other hand if a voltage drop at bus 2 (see Figure 3.6) activates the second level of the 

undervoltage protection function, then the DG is disconnected in the same way has in 

scenario A. 

In case the fault activates the interconnection phase overcurrent protection function, 

then it may occur sympathetic tripping. The first level of the phase overcurrent protection 

function of R3 (see Figure 3.6), protecting the DG, is set to operate after 1.5s the detection 

of the violation of the threshold current. Since the maximum time of operation for phase 

overcurrent protection in line 1 and in line 2 is 1s, it means that, their protections will trip 

first and so, the healthy line becomes out of service. On the other hand if it is the second 

level of detection to operate then the DG is disconnected first and tripping of line 1 does not 

happen. 
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3.3 - Failed Auto-Reclosing 

Auto-reclosings are widely applied at the distribution level to clear temporary faults [6, 

31, 32]. In an overhead distribution network between 80 to 95 per cent of the faults are of a 

temporary nature and last, at the most, for a few cycles or seconds. Thus, the recloser with 

its opening/closing characteristics, prevents a distribution circuit being left out of service for 

temporary faults [12]. In Portugal, in case of a temporary fault, the faulty line is only out of 

service for 300ms. On the other hand, if it is a permanent fault, then after the three 

reclosings (see Section 2.3.6) the faulty line is completely put out of service. In the presence 

of distributed generation, the DG unit may interrupt the auto-reclosing sequence performed 

by the feeder relay [6, 31]. 

Consider the system in Figure 3.1 without the DG unit. In the occurrence of a short-circuit 

at bus 3, the clearing of the arc is made only by the MV feeder relay (R1 in Figure 3.1). 

Considering now the presence of DG, the DG unit will contribute to the fault current. If the 

protection of the DG unit (R3 in Figure 3.1) does not operate before the trip of R1 (see Figure 

3.1), the unit remains connected to the network (islanding) maintaining the voltage in the 

network during the dead time of the reclosing of R1 (see Figure 3.1) [32, 33]. Hence the DG 

unit keeps feeding the fault and the arc will not decay, consequently the fault seems 

permanent and auto-reclosing is useless. This can cause damage to the equipment and reduce 

the quality of service. 

3.3.1 - Impact of distributed generation protection on failure of the reclosing 

In case the interconnection protection of the DG is option A, the DG can be disconnected 

from the network after 0.03s of the occurrence of a fault, by the undervoltage protection 

function. If the limit of the undervoltage protection function is not violated, then the DG 

remains connected to the network and it can avoid the elimination of temporary faults 

causing failure of the reclosing sequence of the protection system in the MV feeder. 

Considering it is option B that is used on the protection of DG, if voltage drops below the 

first level of the undervoltage protection function, this one would only actuate after 1.5s 

from the beginning of the fault. Thus, it could also lead to the failure of the reclosing 

depending of the current supplied by the HV/MV substation [14]. On the other hand, if it is 

the second level of undervoltage protection function to act, then the DG could be 

disconnected from the network after 0.03 seconds (see Section 2.4) and so, allowing the 

elimination of the temporary fault by the reclosing sequence. 

The first level of phase overcurrent protection function acts after 1.5s from the beginning 

of the fault, and the second level acts after 0.03s, regardless the scenario of protection, so 

the analysis is the same as the one made for the undervoltage protection function in option B. 

According to [33] current of a small scale plant is often too small to trip the overcurrent 

protection in the distributed generation connection point leading to failure of the reclosing 

sequence. 

3.4 - Loss of mains protection 

Faults on a distribution network are normally cleared by the circuit breakers located close 

to the fault. This can result in a DG unit supplying part of the distribution network that has 
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been islanded from the normal grid supplies [34]. At present, safety reasons (e.g. for the 

utility personnel which may be unaware that the portion of the network including DG is still 

being energized) induce to think islanding operation as an undesirable event [35, 36]. 

Furthermore, large surge currents may flow during the reconnection in case the dispersed 

generators drift slightly out of phase, with respect to the network voltage source, causing 

possible damages in the DG units, in the costumer loads or in the utility equipment (branches, 

switches, measurement equipments, etc) [35]. Loss of mains protection is intended to avoid 

out of synchronism connection of an operating embedded generator to the utility supply after 

restoration of a fault [37, 38]. 

The DG units are typically not designed for feeding the public network alone. Thereby 

they are not able to maintain an adequate level of quality in the network. Islanding situation 

must thus always be detected by the protection of the DG unit so that the unit is 

disconnected rapidly [6]. Traditionally islanding is assumed to be detected by voltage and 

frequency relays located at DG unit terminal. According to [39] there are situations in which 

the protection functions at the interconnection point of the DG unit are not able to detect 

islanding. One of the reasons is the occurrence of a phase-earth fault and the DG 

interconnection does not provide an earth connection. 

Methods more reliable than plain voltage and frequency relays have been developed, such 

as, methods based on ROCOF13 (rate of change of frequency) or vector surge14 [6, 40]. 

Although these method provide more reliable islanding detection, according to [37] they are 

widely known to suffer from nuisance tripping and mal-operation caused by system-wide 

disturbances. 

3.5 - Impact of the type of the distributed generation source  

The influence of DG when connected to the distribution network depends also on the type 

of technology of the generators of DG. Depending on the size and the type of DG, it will 

affect differently the electrical values, such as, voltages and currents and more importantly 

the contribution to the fault current in the presence of a fault. This way the type of 

generator will affect the protection system. According to [41] when considering fault 

condition, the distributed sources can be subdivided into three kinds, namely, the sources 

with synchronous generators, asynchronous generators and use of power electronic device for 

connecting the source into the power network. 

In case of asynchronous generators connected to the power network, the contribution to 

the fault current is only made in a short period of time since the current rapidly diminishes to 

zero [41]. This decrease in the current is due to the fact that this type of generator needs to 

be supplied with reactive power from the network to maintain its operation [14]. 

Unlike asynchronous generators, the synchronous generators don’t need to be supplied 

with reactive power to maintain its operation. However, they need to have an excitation 

system allowing the creation of internal voltage. The contribution by synchronous generator 

                                                 
13 ROCOF is a method based on the local measurement of the generator voltage and estimation of the 
rate of change of frequency and its value is compared with a preset threshold. 

14 The relay measures voltage phase changes in consecutive cycles (or half cycles) and compares the 
value with a preset threshold. 
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to a fault depends on the type of the exciter and the voltage regulator. The contribution of 

this type of generator to a fault is higher with a longer duration when compared to the other 

types of generator, as it is shown in [41] having the most distinct impact on fault currents. 

The generators that use power electronic, such as double fed asynchronous generator, 

have the advantage of not losing stability after the clearing of the fault and have the 

possibility of changing the rotor speed within the range of usually ± 30% in relation to nominal 

speed [41]. 

3.6 - Adaptive Protection 

Deregulation and growth of competitive supply markets have recently increased the 

interest in Distributed Generation [42]. Connecting generators to a distribution network has 

the effect of increasing the fault current giving rise to the protection problems analyzed in 

the previous sections. Classic protection schemes for existing distribution networks have been 

shown inadequate for emerging distribution grids due to the increasing integration of 

Distributed Generation.  The current local distribution companies practice is to disconnect all 

DG from distribution systems during fault in order to maintain original relay coordination. To 

overcome disconnecting all downstream DGs, adaptive protection schemes have to be 

adopted. 

According to [3] adaptive protection can be defined as a protection in which the 

protection scheme is not in a fixed state, but can adapt and adjust its settings to suit a more 

dynamic network where generators, lines and loads can vary dramatically, changing the 

network characteristics.  

As the complexity concerning network protection grows significantly, a new protection 

paradigm and architecture starts to emerge in response to the changes that DG provokes in 

the distribution network [43]. The concept of adaptive protection is gaining interest as it is 

being presented as a solution for future distribution networks within the concept of Smart 

Grids. With the advent of future Smart Grids, the fact that communications will not only exist 

within substations, but will span the entire network will allow adaptive protection to become 

more prevalent [3]. 

3.6.1 - Benefits and challenges of Adaptive Protection 

Adaptive protection of distribution feeders is a powerful tool for reducing the fault 

clearing time and improving the quality of service [8]. 

Adaptive protection is a way of smarter protection that can tackle some of the protection 

performance issues. This way it prepares the distribution network to receive DG units with 

high capacity, as it is intended for the future with the advent of Smart Grids. It is probably 

the most effective way of dealing with topological changes in the network, since the adaptive 

protection scheme should make the relays adapt according to the actual topological situation 

of the network. 

The fact that adaptive protection essentially relies on modifying its behavior based on the 

actual power system conditions raises a number of concerns related to the validity of 

adaptive behavior, the nature and amount of information required to infer the system state 
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and the appropriate scheme performance at any given time [7]. Besides, the integration of 

adaptive protection schemes into modern substations faces some challenges. 

Author [7] describes briefly some of the main user requirements that an adaptive 

protection scheme should adhere to. The author refers that an adaptive protection scheme 

should make use of the existing protection functions, in a way that enhances its performance 

by altering some setting or its scheme logic. It is also necessary to define the events that 

instigate adaptive functionality and the nature of the require response, usually for the worst 

case scenarios, since even with adaptive protection it is difficult to solve all problems 

intended. Another requirement is that the adaptive protection schemes should easily make 

use of the existing substation infrastructure, such as, IEDs, computing and communications 

equipment, avoiding additional supporting infrastructure. Information models adopted by the 

scheme should also adhere to common substation standards (e.g. IEC 61850).  Furthermore 

signals that reflect adaptive behavior should be logged alongside disturbance records used to 

for post-event diagnostics. The last requirement according to [7] is that the existing 

protection functions should not suffer any further deterioration in case of failure of the 

adaptive protection. In the next section some proposals for adaptive protection architectures 

are presented. 

3.6.2 - Strategies for adaptive protection in distribution networks 

The proposals for the implementation of adaptive protection schemes have different 

approaches but they all make use of the characteristics of microprocessor based relays. 

According to [8] the typical solution on the case of microprocessor based relays its by 

changing to a new setting group that will provide settings based on the current configuration 

of the substation or power system. Modern multifunctional protective relays also have the 

capability of programmable scheme logic that allows the user to adapt the relay logic to very 

different applications or to changing system conditions.  

An adaptive overcurrent protection system is implemented in [43]. The system consists of 

two blocks: a real-time conventional protection block and a non-real-time adaptive block. 

The real-time block monitors the actual grid state and trips the respective circuit breaker 

when required. The non-real-time block uses prediction data of Distributed Energy Resources 

(DER) availability to analyze and to adapt selectivity of tripping characteristics of the relays. 

For each new network configuration the Decentralized Energy Management System (DEMS) 

predicts the relay’s new tripping characteristics and it is updated on the relay on successful 

adaption. If the solution is not possible exceeding boundary conditions, then the predicted 

DER is not accepted. The technical challenges of this architecture go from the necessity of 

implementing a communication system with capabilities of transferring the high speed data to 

long distances and the implementation of DEMS for calculating short-circuit fault current for 

the entire grids configuration and developing the tripping characteristics for the adaptive 

relays. 

In [7] it is proposed an adaptive protection architecture that assumes a functionally 

abstract form and that features three distinct functional layers: execution, coordination and 

management. The execution layer infers the status of the system (e.g. by remote 

measurements) and encompasses modern protection IEDs with the conventional protection 

functions. Coordination layer functions oversee the performance of the several protection 

IEDs (execution layer) that constitutes a substations protection scheme. Based on the 
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assessment of the execution layer’s performance under unique operating condition, adaptive 

setting selection is initiated at this level. The management layer provide additional 

supporting information for the coordination layer from a system wide-perspective or an 

override/enable signal which acts to prevent adaptive operation or indeed select a more 

appropriate setting, should this be of primary system’s interest. 

The author [44] proposes a protection scheme, aimed at strengthening the penetration of 

Dispersed Generation units, within the concept of Distribution Grid Area (DGA). It is a hybrid 

approach that combines a centralized architecture with a distributed architecture.  

A DGA is a network area defined according to utility criteria with one or more substations 

and its feeders. Each DGA has a master substation responsible for the communication, control 

and monitoring of that area. To accomplish that, the master substation is equipped with an 

intelligent system called Smart Substation Controller (SSC). The SSC holds a data model of all 

downstream feeders, their tie points to other feeders, and their relation with adjacent 

substations, as well as of all DG assets present in the feeders. Also, a comprehensive and 

adequate communications infrastructure must be in place to ensure interfaces with the 

control centre, sensors, actuators, switches and protection devices deployed throughout the 

grid [44]. 

The basic principle of this architecture is based on the tagging of each DGA’s SSC by the 

SCADA/DMS15. This way each DGA’s SSC becomes aware of its role for protection coordination 

setup. Figure 3.8 shows the concept of DGA and the status that each SSC can have. 

 

 

Figure 3.8 – Representation of several Distribution Grid Areas and their status [44] 

According to [44] the SSC has three possible modes of operation: disabled, enabled or 

advisory: 

 Disabled Mode: when disabled, the DGA’s SSC is not authorized to perform any 

autonomous setting of adaptive protection, due to constraints imposed by the 

performed operational assessment carried out at SCADA/DMS level, for example: 

a) entering into a high state alert for dealing with fault occurrences that may 

arise from weather conditions, b) maintenance tasks being carried out or 

programmed for some portion of the DGA’s network, c) non-normal network 

configuration (cut, jumper).  

                                                 
15 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition/Distribution Management System 
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 Enabled Mode: when enabled, the DGA’s SSC is granted with the right to perform 

any autonomous setting of adaptive protections, as a result of the mentioned 

operational assessment, (e.g. normal operating conditions, no problems expected 

from outage management or SCADA/DMS systems). While enabled, each DGA’s SSC 

will take into consideration any short-circuit power data sent by the SCADA/DMS, 

while using its awareness of the downstream feeders and their inter-connection to 

other feeders. The available data will drive the execution of any new setting for 

the feeder protections and RES (Renewable Energy Sources) DG units protections 

as well. 

 

 Advisory Mode: when in advisory mode, the DGA’s SSC, upon detecting a situation 

candidate to carry out some new adaptive protection settings, will propose the 

corresponding actions, informing the control centre. Remotely, an authorized user 

will assess the group of protection setup proposed steps, by validating, contesting 

or changing them according to his/her own operational view and expertise. 

 

This architecture makes use of the multiple setting groups existing in the multifunctional 

relays. The setting of protections is pre-configured at the protection relay which can switch 

between more convenient setting groups as a response to a remote control sent by the DGA’s 

SSC. As the SSC is a high processing power system and has a data model, its specific 

coordination application for protection setting determines which protection relays should 

change their setting groups. This task is performed by the SSC, by sending to each protection 

relay a remote control stating the new setting group number. There is the limitation of the 

number of setting groups, available by manufacturers for their protection relays, but 

according to [44] at least for the most important cases, this flexibility may be enough as it is 

worthy. 

3.7 - Summary 

In this chapter the problems in the protection system that could happen due to the 

integration of dispersed generation in the distribution network were analyzed. The protection 

system studied was the one in the Medium Voltage feeder panel sited at the High Voltage to 

Medium Voltage substation and the protection system at the point of interconnection 

between the Distributed Generation and the Medium Voltage distribution network. It was 

verified that the connection of distributed generation can lead to protection blinding, 

sympathetic tripping, failure of auto-reclosing and loss of mains protection. Through 

mathematical analysis it was demonstrated that the DG capacity and location, as well the 

location of the short-circuit can aggravate these problems.  

Lastly, the concept of adaptive protection and some proposals of its implementation to 

cope with the protection problems raised from the integration of Distributed Generation were 

presented. 
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Chapter 4  

Sympathetic Tripping: Analytical study  
 

 

 

This chapter shows how sympathetic tripping of a Medium Voltage protection scheme 

might occur when there is high penetration of generation into the network. The protection 

function in focus is the phase overcurrent protection function of the Medium Voltage feeder 

relays.  

Additionally this chapter explores the influence of the location of the fault and the 

influence of the Distributed Generation capacity into the protection scheme. 

4.1 - The reduced Medium Voltage network 

Figure 4.1 represents the network used to study the occurrence of sympathetic tripping. 

This network represents a reduced Medium Voltage network.  

 

 

Figure 4.1 – Example of a Medium Voltage distribution network with Distributed Generation 
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The reduced Medium Voltage network is composed of a grid equivalent that represents 

the High Voltage network. The modeling of the HV equivalent network is made considering 

the Thévenin equivalent (see Appendix C).  

The grid equivalent is connected to a transformer (see Figure 4.1). That transformer 

corresponds to the HV/MV transformer sited at the HV/MV substation. The parameters of this 

transformer can be seen in Table B.2 in Appendix B. 

From the HV/MV substation there are two MV feeders represented by two overhead lines, 

line 1 and line 2 in Figure 4.1, which interconnect the distribution substation to a constant 

power load, load 1 and load 2 in Figure 4.1, respectively. The protection devices of each 

feeder are also represented in Figure 4.1: protective relay R1 and protective relay R2 and the 

respective circuit breakers. 

One of the MV feeders has also connected to it a generation unit representing the 

Distributed Generation. The DG is connected to the distribution network by a transformer 

(see Figure 4.1) The DG also has a protection system associated to it although that protection 

system will not be considered and so it is not represented in Figure 4.1. 

4.2 - Analytical Study 

To study the influence of DG onto the protection systems a fault is simulated and then 

determined how the DG contributes to that fault. The analytical study will be made 

considering the network in Figure 4.1 and the analysis made in Section 3.2. The mathematical 

calculations are made for: a three-phase fault at bus B3 and penetration of high generation 

into the MV network. So for this example it will be considered a fault with a distance of 1 km 

from the MV bus at the HV/MV substation (bus 1: Figure 4.1) and DG with capacity of 20 MVA. 

Since it will be considered a three-phase fault, the type of neutral system of the 

transformers in the presented network has no influence in the analysis of the short-circuit. 

Thus, it is not necessary to analyze the zero-sequence of the network. 

4.2.1 - Calculation of the network components 

The analytical study of a fault is usually made in the per unit system. For that, it is 

necessary to define the components of the network (see Figure 4.1) in the per unit system. 

First, the magnitude bases that will be used throughout the study are determined, as 

presented in Table 4.1. 

 
Table 4.1 – Magnitude bases of the network 

                            

20 60 15 

 

In Table 4.1    represents the base power of the system;      represents the base 

voltage at the HV side and      represents the base voltage at the MV side of the network. 

With these values it is possible to determine the rest of the magnitude bases, namely, the 

base impedance at the HV and MV side and the base current also at both sides. 

The base impedance at the HV side of the network (    ) is determined by the following 

equation: 
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       (4.1) 

 

The base impedance at the MV side of the network (    ) is determined in the same way 

as the previous one, except that in this case it is used the base voltage at the MV side: 

  

     
    

 

  
 

         

      
         (4.2) 

 

The base current at the HV side (    ) and the base current at the MV side (    ) are 

determined by the following equations, respectively: 

 

     
  

       

 
      

         
          (4.3) 

 

     
  

       

 
      

         
          (4.4) 

 

Having defined the magnitude bases of the network, it is then possible to determine the 

network’s components in the per unit system by dividing the value of the component in the IS 

by the value of the respective base. Those components are the impedances that constitute 

the single line diagram of the network for the study of a three-phase fault. To simplify and 

since the DG unit is close to the feeder relay protection R1 (see Figure 4.1), line 1 impedance 

can be ignored. This way the single line diagram for the network in Figure 4.1 is similar to the 

one in Figure 3.3 and reproduced in the next figure. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 – Single line diagram 

Considering that the grid is unload before the fault, the pre-fault voltage at every bus is 

equal to the nominal voltage   (   
    

     
          ). 

The impedance     represents the impedance of the grid upstream the HV/MV substation 

plus the impedance of the transformer at the HV/MV substation. The impedance of the grid at 

the HV side is calculated in Appendix C. However, it is necessary to know the grid’s 

impedance on the Medium Voltage side to be in accordance with the rest of the elements. 

The grid’s impedance on the MV side is given by the following equation: 
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(4.5) 

 

The grid’s equivalent impedance in the per unit system is given by: 

 

                                            (4.6) 

 

The impedance of the transformer at the HV/MV substation (          ) in the per unit 

system is determined by the following expression: 

 

                         
  

          
  

          

    

 
 

               (4.7) 

 

where             is the impedance voltage of the transformer;            is the rated power of 

the transformer and            is the rated voltage of the transformer. These values are all 

defined in Appendix B. Finally the impedance of the grid upstream the HV/MV substation is 

given by:  

 

                                      (4.8) 

 

Since the fault occurs at bus B3 (see Figure 4.1), impedance     will be given by: 

 

     
                 

    

                        (4.9) 

 

where     is the resistance of line 2;     is the reactance of line 2 and        is the size of 

line 2.  As in the analysis in Section 3.2 line 1 was disregarded. 

The equivalent impedance of the DG (   ) represents the impedance of DG unit plus the 

impedance of the interconnection transformer. To determine the impedance of the 

interconnection transformer (         ), a similar expression to Equation (4.7) is use, resulting 

in:  

 

                 
  

         
  

         

    

 
 

            
(4.10) 

 

 

Considering the DG source is a synchronous generator16, its impedance is determined using 

the subtransient reactance (    ) [12]. So the equivalent impedance of the DG is given by: 

 

                                   (4.11) 

4.2.2 - Calculation of the fault current and contributions 

                                                 
16 Synchronous generators are the ones that most contribute to the fault current. 
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To determine the fault current, the same expressions presented in Section 3.2 are used. 

First, considering that there is no DG connected to the network, the fault current will 

correspond to the current flowing from the HV/MV substation and given by: 

 

   
       

 

       

    
       (4.12) 

 

Substituting in Equation (4.12) the values obtained in Equation (4.8) and (4.9), the 

magnitude value of the short-circuit current without DG results in: 

  

    
                                    

 

The value of the current in the IS unit it determined by multiplying the per unit value for the 

respective base, as shown in Equation (4.13). 

 

    
            

                         (4.13) 

 

Considering, now, that the DG is connected to the network (see Figure 4.2), both the 

HV/MV substation and the DG will contribute to the fault current. The fault current is then 

given by: 

 

   
   

 

     
        

       
 

 
(4.14) 

 

Substituting in Equation (4.14) the values obtained in Equations (4.8), (4.9) and (4.11), 

the magnitude value of the short-circuit current with the presence of DG results in: 

 

    
                                

 

The value of     
    in the IS is determined in the same way as in Equation (4.13), resulting in: 

 

    
              . 

 

From the results of the fault currents it is possible to verify that, in fact, the short-circuit 

current is higher in the presence of DG. 

As explained in Section 3.2 the contribution from the DG to the fault current can be 

determined by the following equation: 

 

    
 

       
   

   
    

 
(4.15) 

 

Substituting in Equation (4.15) the values obtained in Equations (4.8), (4.9) and (4.11), 

the magnitude value of the current supplied from the DG results in: 
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The value of       in the IS is: 

                . 

 

The contribution from the grid upstream to the fault current is determined by the 

following equation (see Section 3.2): 

 

   
   

               
   

 (4.16) 

 

Substituting in Equation (4.16) the values obtained in Equations (4.9), (4.11) and (4.15) 

the magnitude value of the current flowing from the HV/MV substation is: 

 

    
                               

 

The value of     
    in the IS is: 

    
              . 

 

Having completed the calculations, the current seen by both MV feeder relays are known. 

The current seen by protective relay R1 (see Figure 4.1) corresponds to the value of     and 

the current seen by the protective relay R2 corresponds to    
  . With this information it is 

possible to verify the occurrence of sympathetic tripping according to the protection function 

of both relays. 

4.3 - Description of the Protection Systems 

The each feeder relay in Figure 4.1 are set with the same protection functions. In this 

case it is only necessary to consider the phase overcurrent protection function. The setting of 

this protection function depends on the line characteristics (see Section 2.3.1). The 

determination of each level of detection for the phase overcurrent protection function of 

each MV feeder relay is determined in Appendix D. In Figure 4.3 it is represented the phase 

overcurrent protection function for both feeder relays. It is possible to observe the three 

levels of detection of the protection function and the corresponding time of operation. 
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Figure 4.3 – Phase overcurrent protection function of feeder relay R1 and R2 

From Figure 4.3 it is possible to verify that the first level of detection of the phase 

overcurrent protection function for relay R1 and R2 (see Figure 4.1) corresponds to a value of 

287 A and 511 A, respectively, with a time of operation of 1 second. The second level of 

detection for relay R1 and R2 corresponds to a value of 410 A and 730 A, respectively, with a 

time of operation of 0.5 seconds. The third level of detection is equal for both relays with a 

value of 2000 A, with a time of operation of 0.1 seconds.  

4.4 - Sympathetic Tripping 

Sympathetic tripping (see Section 3.2) corresponds to the tripping of a healthy feeder 

with DG when a fault occurs in an adjacent feeder without DG. Considering the case 

determined in Section 4.2.2, it is possible to assess the behavior of the protection relays R1 

and R2 (see Figure 4.1), namely the behavior of the phase overcurrent protection function 

and verify the occurrence of sympathetic tripping. 

From the results in Section 4.2.2 it is possible to verify that, in the presence of a three-

phase fault, the current seen by the protective relay R1 (see Figure 4.1) is greater than 2000 

A,           , and the current seen by the protective relay R2 (see Figure 4.1) is also 

greater than 2000 A,    
         . This means both protective relays R1 and R2 see a current 

greater than the third level of detection of their phase overcurrent protection function (see 

Figure 4.3). Thus, both feeder relays act for the same level of detection of the phase 

overcurrent protection function, sending a order to open the circuit breaker of both lines at 

the same time. Consequently, besides the faulty line (line 2), the healthy line (line 1 with DG) 

becomes unnecessarily out of service. 

In short, high penetration of DG into the MV network can contribute with enough current 

to cause sympathetic tripping, leading to the disconnection of both feeders at the same time.  

4.4.1 - Impact of fault location 

Figure 4.4 shows the variation of the current seen by R1 (see Figure 4.1) in relation to 

different locations of the fault. It is possible to verify that the contribution of the DG to the 
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fault current decreases with the increasing of the distance of the fault to the HV/MV 

substation. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 – Current on line 1 at the moment of the short-circuit for different distances of the fault 

The farther away the fault occurs from the HV/MV substation, the lower will be the 

probability of happening sympathetic tripping. The protection relay R1 (see Figure 4.1) sees a 

smaller current and so it may not trip for the phase overcurrent protection function. This way 

the faulty feeder would trip first and the healthy feeder would remain in service. 

4.4.2 - Impact of Distributed Generation capacity 

Figure 4.5 shows the variation of the current in both lines, measured by the protection 

relays R1 and R2 (see Figure 4.1), in relation to the variation of the DG capacity.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 – Line 1 and line 2 current at the moment of short-circuit accordingly to the capacity of DG 

From Figure 4.5 it is possible to verify that with the increase of the DG capacity, the 

current on both lines is also increased. This means that for a smaller DG capacity the 

probability of happening sympathetic tripping is decreased. The integration of high DG 

capacity can then lead to the occurrence of sympathetic tripping, because there will be more 

contribution of the DG unit to the fault current and so, the protection relay R1 (see Figure 

4.1) sees a current that can be high enough to trip the protection at the same time as 

protection relay R2 (see Figure 4.1). 
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4.4.3 - Possible solution for Sympathetic Tripping 

From the results in Chapter 4 sympathetic tripping may occur for the third level of 

detection of the phase overcurrent protection function, leading to the trip of both relays at 

the same time. One possible solution for this problem could be the reduction of the operation 

time for the third level of detection of the phase overcurrent protection function in relay R2 

(see Figure 4.1) [21, 45, 46]. By reducing the time of operation of relay R2 (see Figure 4.1) it 

is expected that it would trip before relay R1 (see Figure 4.1) when the conditions for 

sympathetic tripping are in place. This way the fault is eliminated and the DG stops 

contributing to the short-circuit. Thus, the current seen by the Medium Voltage feeder relay 

R1 (see Figure 4.1) is not enough for the phase overcurrent protection function to actuate. 

The healthy feeder with the DG is not unnecessarily disconnected from the network. 

Another possible solution for sympathetic tripping could be the use of directionality on 

the phase overcurrent protection function of relay R1 (see Figure 4.1). The current 

contribution from the DG unit to the fault flows in direction to the HV/MV substation, 

contrary to the conventional current flow (from the substation to the loads). If the protection 

function of R1 (see Figure 4.1) has directionality then it could be set to only actuate for 

currents flowing from the substation to the loads. This way, in case of a fault, even if the 

contribution from DG exceeds the thresholds of the phase overcurrent protection function, R1 

(see Figure 4.1) would not actuate and only the faulty line would be out of service. The 

directionality is based for instance in the phase angle of the phase currents that establishes 

the directional of the current flow [21, 45].  

In this work, it will be consider the first possible solution for sympathetic tripping 

presented, but not the other one, since the phase overcurrent protection function for the MV 

distribution network does not have any setting corresponding to directionality (see 

Section 2.3.1). 

4.5 - Summary 

In this chapter was shown how sympathetic tripping of a Medium Voltage protection 

scheme might occur when there is high penetration of generation into the network. The 

probability of sympathetic tripping to happen is increased when a fault occurs close to the 

High Voltage to Medium Voltage substation.  The protection function in focus was the phase 

overcurrent protection function of the Medium Voltage feeder relays.  

Additionally this chapter explored the influence of the location of the fault and the 

influence of the Distributed Generation capacity into the protection scheme. 
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Chapter 5  

Changing the setting group into the 
Commercial relay EFACEC TPU S220: 
Real time closed-loop test 

 

 

 

The presence of a significant dispersed generation capacity in existing distribution 

systems could cause power system protection maloperate. When feeders have Distributed 

Generation assets, they can significantly contribute to the short-circuit power, affecting the 

coordination of protection relays. Distribution networks were not designed to deal with high 

penetration of generation. The concept of adaptive protection rises as a potential solution for 

distribution networks with Distributed Generation. 

This chapter evaluates the possibility of using a real-time protection scheme choice into a 

commercial protective relay and thus to avoid sympathetic tripping. This arrangement was 

tested in a closed-loop test using a Real Time Digital Simulator and the commercial protective 

relay, EFACEC TPU S220. 

5.1 - Design of Adaptive Protection Scheme for Sympathetic 

Tripping 

To improve the selectivity of protection relays and prevent sympathetic tripping, an 

adaptive protection scheme based on [44] is presented. This protection scheme aims at 

enhancing the role and performance of Distributed Generation. The adaptive protection 

scheme is coordinated by an intelligent system designated as Smart Substation Controller 

(SSC) sited at the HV/MV substation (see Figure 5.1). The SSC has the ability of altering the 

protection setting group in use of the protective relays in order to prevent sympathetic 

tripping from happening, considering the real-time state of the network. The SSC also 

interacts with the centralized SCADA/DMS17. 

                                                 
17 Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition/Distribution Management System 
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Figure 5.1 – Adaptive Protection Scheme for Medium Voltage distribution network 

Figure 5.1 represents a Medium Voltage distribution network which is constituted by two 

Medium Voltage feeders with its respective protective relays and circuit breakers. In one of 

the feeders there is Distributed Generation connected to it. The DG unit represents a wind 

park and its protection system was not considered. It is also represented the HV/MV 

substation and a 60kV network representation of the High Voltage network. 

SCADA/DMS (see Figure 5.1) represents the control centre that performs network 

assessment tasks over the whole network. SCADA allows a utility operator to monitor and 

control processes that are distributed among various remote sites [47, 48]. The operational 

assessment carried out at the SCADA/DMS level determines in which mode of operation the 

SSC will be, e.g. by having information about the equipment status, such as circuit breakers, 

the network state and its configuration. The SCADA/DMS assigns a tag to the SSC stating its 

mode of operation. By receiving such tag the SSC becomes aware about is role for protection 

coordination setup: disabled, enabled or advisory (see Section 5.1.2). 

5.1.2 - Smart Substation Controller for Sympathetic Tripping 

The SSC determines if, with the actual state of the network, it is in place a situation of 

sympathetic tripping. To know the actual state of the network and evaluate sympathetic 

tripping, the SSC collects real time data from local sensors (see Figure 5.1). Depending on the 

mode of operation of the SSC, the protection parameters of the feeder relays may be changed 

in order to avoid sympathetic tripping. Figure 5.2 presents a flowchart representation of the 

SSC concept for sympathetic tripping. 
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Figure 5.2 – Flowchart of Smart Substation Controller concept for sympathetic tripping 

In a) the SSC collects certain measurements from the network. It reads the following 

variables: 

 A tag from SCADA/DMS stating the SSC’s mode of operation; 

 Current and voltage magnitude on each MV feeder and at the wind park terminals, 

send by the SCADA/DMS; 

 The installed capacity and type of technologies of the machines working in the 

wind park. 

The currents and voltages are necessary to determine the load in the system. To make an 

accurate analysis of the short-circuit current, the actual load in the system should be 

considered. 

The most pertinent data for the analysis of a short-circuit is the capacity of the DG and 

the technology of the machines (see Section 3.2). The higher DG capacity, the more likely it 

is for sympathetic tripping to happen, due to higher current contribution from the DG to the 

fault. Depending on the type of DG source this one will have a smaller or bigger contribution 

to the fault, being synchronous generators the ones that most contribute to a fault (see 

Section 3.5). This way, it is necessary to assess the total capacity of the machines working at 

the wind park and the type of technology of those machines. These data comes from the 

SCADA/DMS and is only necessary to be available to the SSC when there are changes in the 

number of machines working at the wind park (dotted lines in Figure 5.1). 

 

In b) the SSC performs a short-circuit analysis for the worst case scenario: a three-phase 

fault at the beginning of line 2 (see Figure 5.1). The short-circuit calculation is made with the 
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measurements collected by the SSC and with the rest of the parameters of the network (like 

the ones used in Chapter 4), e.g. line parameters, that are pre-programmed in the SSC. 

After performing a fault analysis the SSC checks if protection coordination is in place – c). 

This consists in verifying if, with the actual state of the network, there is the possibility of 

sympathetic tripping to happen. If with the results from c) sympathetic tripping cannot 

happen, then there is no need to change the protection parameters of the relays.  On the 

other hand if sympathetic tripping may occur then the SSC checks in which mode of operation 

it is in –e). 

While enabled, the SSC is authorized to perform the adaptive protection. For the network 

in Figure 5.1 this will consist in the changing of the setting group of protective relay R1 or 

protective relay R2 or both, depending on what it is required to prevent sympathetic tripping.  

While in advisory mode, and if the SSC detects a situation of potential sympathetic tripping, 

then the SSC sends a signal to the SCADA/DMS stating that the change of setting group should 

be performed. An authorized user will then remotely perform, or not, that change according 

to the information provided and its experience. While in disabled mode, the SSC only reports 

to the SCADA/DMS the telemetry in the network. This function is also performed in the others 

situations described. The SSC exchanges data with the SCADA/DMS independently of the SSC 

mode of operation. 

5.2 - Real Time Digital Simulator at FEUP 

The RTDS (Real Time Digital Simulator) at University of Porto is designed specifically to 

simulate electrical power systems. It is a fully digital electromagnetic transient power system 

simulator used to conduct closed-loop testing of physical devices such as control and 

protection equipment. The RTDS Simulator allows the user to investigate the effects of 

disturbances on power system equipment and networks to prevent outages or complete 

failure [49].  

The RTDS Simulator works in continuous, sustained real time. That is, it can solve the 

power system equations fast enough to continuously produce output conditions that 

realistically represent conditions in the real network. Since the simulation runs in real time 

the physical protection equipment can be connected in closed-loop with the power system 

model [49]. 

The closed loop simulation is characterized by taking signal outputs from the simulation, 

and using them as input for a device under test. The output from the device being tested is 

then fed back into the simulation, thereby affecting it under actual service conditions. This 

type of testing most closely resembles the actual performance of the device under test [49]. 

The RTDS Simulator is comprised of hardware and software components. 

 

 RTDS RSCAD Simulator: Hardware 

The RTDS architecture consists of one or more racks installed in a cubicle that also houses 

the auxiliary components (power supplies, cooling fans, etc) [50]. Each rack contains slot 

mounted processor cards. The processor cards used in this work were: the Giga Power 

Processor (GPC), the Triple Processor Card (3PC) and the Workstation InterFace Card (WIF). 

The GPC is constituted by 2 IBM Power PC 750GX RISC processors, each one operating to a 

frequency of 1 GHz [51]. It allows the execution of small-time step functions, using time steps 
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of 2µs. The GPC has 24 bit digital to analogue converter that can be assigned to output data, 

and for input it has optical channels allowing tests with digital electronic converters. 

The 3PC is used to perform the computations required to model the user defined power 

system. It contains three ADSP21062 Digital Signal Processors (DSPs) from SHARC (Super 

Harvard ARChitecture) technology [51]. Each DSP has 8 analogue output channels, so 3PC has 

a total of 24 analogue output channels operating over a ±10 V peak range. The 3PC also has a 

2   16 bit digital output channel and a 2   16 bit digital input channel, both operating for 

5 V. 

The WIF card is controlled by MPC860T processor and is responsible for handling the 

communication between the RTDS Simulator and the host computer [51].  This communication 

is done using a standard Ethernet-based Local Area Network (LAN). 

 

 RTDS RSCAD Simulator: Software 

RSCAD is the main interface with the RTDS Simulator hardware [49]. RSCAD is a software 

tool consisting of individual modules used to accomplish various tasks in the overall operation 

of the RTDS [50]. DRAFT is a pre-processing module to create a schematic of the power 

system circuit using the components of the various existing libraries and enter its associated 

parameters. 

After the circuit is assembled and data entry is complete the user can run a loadflow to 

obtain the initial node values and then compile the circuit for simulation. The compilation 

process provides preliminary error checking of component parameters and generates the real 

time code that will be run on the RTDS Hardware [49]. The compiler also assigns the role that 

each DSP will play during the simulation based on the required circuit layout and the 

available RTDS hardware. 

After a successful compilation, the user can initiate the Run-time module and start the 

simulation. During the simulation the user can monitor specified system quantities using 

graphical icons of metering or plots and it can interact with the simulation itself by creating 

push buttons, setpoint sliders, switches, etc. This interaction with the simulation allows the 

user to send commands to the simulation, e.g. command to open or close a circuit breaker, to 

start a fault, etc. 

 

Shortly, the RTDSTM at the Faculty of Engineering of University of Porto is a model 

designated as a portable cubicle with a reduced size card cage that consists of: 

 2   Triple Processor Cards (3PCs) with each 3PC having 24 analogue output channels, ± 

10 V peak;  

 1 GPC card for components that use a small time step (e.g. electronic converts); 

 1 Workstation InterFace Card (WIF) to handle the communication requests between 

the RTDS Simulator and the host workstation. 

5.3 - Real-time test rig Implementation 

The RTDS processors have I/O capabilities to interface with external equipment so that 

close loop testing of the external device and the simulated power circuit is possible [50]. This 

allows testing the behaviour and functionality of the actual device under test. 
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5.3.1 - Closed-loop test and the physical connections 

To test the SSC concept (see Figure 5.2) a real time closed-loop test with a commercial 

protective relay was set. The commercial protective relay used was EFACEC TPU S220. Figure 

5.3 represents the interaction between the components involved in the closed-loop test. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 – Interconnection of components used in a closed loop test 

Figure 5.3 shows the bidirectionality between the software and the simulator. As 

mentioned before (see Section 5.2) it is possible to send command orders to the simulation 

and receive the results from the simulation running in the simulator. The simulator has an 

analogue connection with the relay through which it sends the required analogue signals. It 

also has a digital connection with the relay that allows digital signals bidirectional 

communication. Figure 5.4 shows a schematic diagram of the physical connections for the 

closed-loop test circuit. 
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Figure 5.4 – Scheme of the connection for closed loop test 

There are seven conductors coming out from the simulator. Three of them correspond to 

each phase voltage from the MV busbar, and the other three correspond to each phase 

currents of the line protected by the corresponding relay. These analogue signals are inputs 

to the digital relay, allowing it to monitor the voltage and current in the MV feeder. The last 

signal coming out from the simulator corresponds to the control digital signal that makes the 

change of setting group ordered by the SSC when the conditions for that are in place (see 

Section 5.1.2). The signal coming out from the relay corresponds to the digital signal sent by 

the relay to open the circuit breaker in case there is a violation of any limit of the protection 

functions. The phase overcurrent protection function was configured to be the only one 

active in the commercial relay since it is the only protection function necessary to perform 

the required study. 

In Figure 5.4 the commercial protective relay is playing the role of R2 (see Figure 5.1) 

protecting line 2. A similar physical connection should be made for the commercial protective 

relay play the role of R1 (see Figure 5.1) and provide protection for line 1, except the signal 

to switch setting group which is not required for R1 (see Section 5.3.2). 

The measure transformers of the commercial relay were adapted to be able to work 

within the output amplitude range of operation of the RTDS. This adaptation was necessary in 

order not to damage the performance of the relay and since there wasn’t an amplifier 

available at the time of the test. The amplifier would allow using the measure transformers 

with the ratio from the factory. 
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The digital output signal from the RTDS provides 5 volts as logic ‘1’. However the rated 

continuous voltage of binary inputs in the commercial relay is 110/125 volts. Thus, it was 

necessary to use a solid state relay (SSR18 [52]) with a DC output between the digital output 

of the RTDS and the digital input of the commercial protective relay, to commute 5 V into 

110 V. The SSR used was D5D10L from Crydom [53]. Figure 5.5 shows the schematic 

connection made between the digital output of RTDS and the digital input of the TPU S220. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 – Connections between the RTDS digital output and the TPU S220 digital input  

With the connection represented in Figure 5.5 the RTDS sends a 5V digital signal to the 

TPU S220 and the TPU receives that signal with 110 V. 

Figure 5.6 shows a photograph of the closed-loop test. 

 

 

Figure 5.6 – Photograph of the RTDS equipment, TPU S220 protective relay, Solid State Relay and 
workstation 

                                                 
18 Solid State Relay turns on or off the power being supplied to other devices, in a similar fashion as a 
physical switch. However, instead of being switched by human interaction like a physical switch, SSRs 
are switched electronically. 
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5.3.2 - EFACEC TPU S220: Settings 

The commercial relay offers the possibility to define different setting groups of the 

protection functions. This way one setting group of the phase overcurrent protection function 

was set for the normal conditions of the network under test and a second setting group was 

set for when the conditions of the network are changed and can lead to sympathetic tripping. 

Table 5.1 presents the settings for the third level of the phase overcurrent protection 

function for both feeder relays (R1 and R2 in Figure 5.1). 

Table 5.1 – Settings of phase overcurrent protection function representing setting group 1 

Level of detection R1 R2 
Operation Time – 

Top (s) 

3ºlevel: I>>> (A)               

 

Table 5.2 presents the settings of the third level of the phase overcurrent protection 

function that constitute the second setting group. These operating parameters were set 

according to the possible solution for sympathetic tripping referred in Chapter 4. In this case 

the change of setting group would only happen for relay R2 (see Figure 5.1) which was set 

with two setting groups, while relay R1 (see Figure 5.1) was set with only setting group 1 (see 

Table 5.1). 

Table 5.2 – Settings of phase overcurrent protection function representing setting group 2 

Level of detection R2 
Operation Time – 

Top (s) 

3ºlevel: I>>> (A)           

5.4 - Case study 

The closed-loop test was performed with the objective to test the adaptability of the 

commercial relay within the concept of SSC for sympathetic tripping (see Figure 5.3). First, 

the test was made without considering the existence of SSC and then another test was made 

considering its presence. 

5.4.1 - Case 1: without the Smart Substation Controller 

In this case the setting of the commercial protective relay used was only the setting 

group 1 (default) of the phase overcurrent protection function, independently of the 

network’s conditions. 

Figure 5.7 shows the variation of the current in line 1 when a three-phase fault at the 

beginning of line 2 occurs. It is possible to observe that the current reaches zero after 

approximately 0.13s from the start of the fault. This corresponds to the actuation of the 

phase overcurrent protection function, for the third level of detection. This also means that 

the contribution of DG was enough to put the healthy line out of service. The time exceeding 

the operation time of the protection function corresponds to the duration of the acquisition 
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of the current value by the current transformer, plus the time to transmit the command 

signal to the circuit breaker. 

 

 

Figure 5.7 – Evolution of the current in line 1 

Since the third level of detection of the phase overcurrent protection function in the 

relay protecting line 1 was exceeded, it is expected that the same occurred for the 

protection of line 2. To verify that situation another test was made, but with the commercial 

relay playing the role of R2 (see Figure 5.3). Figure 5.8 shows the variation of the current in 

line 2 when the three-phase fault occurs. 

 

 

Figure 5.8 – Evolution of the current in line 2 

From Figure 5.8 it is possible to observe that the relay acts for the third level of detection 

of the phase-overcurrent protection function. The time exceeding 0.1s corresponds to the 

duration of the acquisition of the current value by the current transformer, plus the time to 

transmit the command signal to the circuit breaker. 

5.4.2 - Case 2: with the Smart Substation Controller 

In this case it was considered the presence of SSC as being in enabled mode. This way it is 

allowed to perform the automatic change of setting group on the commercial relay when a 
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possible situation of occurring sympathetic tripping is in place. For this test that situation 

corresponded to when there was Distributed Generation connected to the network (the wind 

park in Figure 5.1). When that happens it would be expected for the SSC to send a digital 

signal to the commercial relay to change the active setting group to another that is most 

suitable to prevent sympathetic tripping (setting group 2). This change of setting group was 

only for when the commercial relay was playing the role of R2 in Figure 5.1 (see 

Section 5.3.2). 

Figure 5.9 shows the active group on the commercial protective relay when the 

Distributed Generation wasn’t connected to the network.  

 

  

Figure 5.9 – Photograph of the active group (left) and the digital input (right) of the TPU S220 

From Figure 5.9 it is possible to observe the active group is 1 and all the digital inputs of 

the commercial protective relay have logic ‘0’. This means that at that moment there wasn’t 

DG connected to the network and, as expected, the commercial relay did not receive any 

digital signal. Thus, the phase overcurrent protection function had the setting group 1 active. 

When the DG is connected to the network there is a possibility of sympathetic tripping to 

happen. If a three-phase fault in an adjacent feeder to the one with the DG happens, it can 

lead to sympathetic tripping due to the high generation capacity connected to the network. 

The DG would have a high contribution to the fault current leading to sympathetic tripping 

(see Section 5.4.1) Thus, in this situation, the SSC sends a digital signal to the commercial 

relay to activate setting group 2. Figure 5.10 shows the active group on the commercial 

protective relay when the Distributed Generation was connected to the network. 

 

  

Figure 5.10 – Photograph of the active group (left) and the digital input (right) of the TPU S220 
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From Figure 5.10 it is possible to observe that the active group is 2 and the corresponding 

digital inputs of the commercial protective relay have logic ‘1’. This means that when the DG 

was connected to the network the commercial relay received a digital signal ordering the 

change of setting group. Thus, the setting group 2 of the phase overcurrent protection 

function was activated. 

With the setting group 2 active a fault was simulated just like in case 1 (see 

Section 5.4.1). Figure 5.11 shows the variation of the current in line 2 when a three-phase 

fault occurs.  

 

 

Figure 5.11 – Evolution of the current in line 2 

From Figure 5.11 it is possible to observe that the current reaches zero after 

approximately 0.08s from the start of the fault. This corresponds to the actuation of the 

phase overcurrent protection function, for the third level of detection of the setting group 2 

(see Section 5.3.2). The time exceeding 0.05s corresponds to the duration of the acquisition 

of the current value by the current transformer, plus the time to transmit the command 

signal to the circuit breaker. 

Figure 5.12 shows the variation of the current in line 1 for this case. 

 

 

Figure 5.12 – Evolution of the current in line 1 

From Figure 5.12 it is possible to verify that the current in line 1 starts decreasing after 

the circuit breaker in line 2 opens (see Figure 5.11). The Distributed Generation decreases its 

current contribution to the fault since the faulty line has been isolated from the network. 
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This way the phase overcurrent protection function does not actuate for the relay in line 1. 

Thus, the feeder with the Distributed Generation is not unnecessarily tripped. 

5.4.3 - Comparison of both case studies 

The results shown from the tests in case 1 using a commercial digital relay proves that 

sympathetic tripping may occur due to high penetration of generation into the network. In 

the presence of a fault in line 2, both protection relays act at the same time and both lines 

are disconnected, including the healthy line. In this particular case 20 MVA of capacity would 

be lost in the network. 

In case 2 it was proved that the commercial relay under test can adapt to abnormal 

conditions in the network (high penetration of DG) by the control provided by the SSC. If 

there is a possibility of sympathetic tripping to occur, the SSC selects a different protection 

parameter of the relay that is most suitable to prevent that situation. In this case study, the 

commercial protective relay was protecting line 2. When the DG was connected to the 

network, the protection parameter of the commercial relay changed from setting group 1 to 

setting group 2. This way, in the presence a fault in line 2, the commercial protective relay 

tripped the circuit breaker after 0.08s of the detection of the fault. Thus, the faulty line was 

more rapidly isolated than in the previous case without the SSC. Since the faulty line is 

rapidly isolated, the high contribution of the Distributed Generation to the fault doesn’t last 

long enough to trip the feeder relay of line 1. Thus, the relay protecting line 1 does not 

actuate. This way sympathetic tripping doesn’t happen and the Distributed Generation isn’t 

lost. 

5.5 - Summary 

In this chapter the Real Time Digital Simulator (RTDSTM) and its components were 

presented. An adaptive protection scheme to avoid sympathetic tripping was also presented 

and the possibility of using a real-time protection scheme choice into a commercial 

protective relay was evaluated. This evaluation was made through a real-time closed loop 

test using the RTDS at FEUP and the commercial protective relay EFACEC TPU S220. 

With the real time closed loop test it was proved the adaptability of a commercial 

protective relay to abnormal conditions in the network. This adaptability consisted on the 

change of setting group of the phase overcurrent protection function, ordered by an external 

control sent by the Smart Substation Controller. Without the change of setting group, in case 

of a three-phase fault in an adjacent feeder to the one with Distributed Generation, and 

considering there is high Distributed Generation capacity connected to the network, 

sympathetic tripping may occur (case study 1). The possibility of changing setting groups 

allowed the use of a setting group that is more suited to prevent sympathetic tripping, when 

there is high Distributed Generation capacity connected to the network (case study 2). In this 

case it was verified the change of setting group into the commercial protective relay, ordered 

by the Smart Substation Controller. With the new setting group it was verified that 

sympathetic tripping doesn’t occur and the feeder with the Distribution Generation isn’t 

unnecessarily tripped. Thus, the Distributed Generation remains connected to the distribution 

network. 
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Chapter 6  

Main Conclusion and Possible Future 
Work 
 

 

 

This chapter presents the main conclusions reached with this work. These conclusions 

refer to the identification and detection of problems in the coordination of the protection 

system, in a Medium Voltage distribution network with high penetration of distributed 

generation. The conclusions also refer to the characterization of an adaptive protection 

scheme and to a real time closed loop test with a real time digital simulator and a 

commercial protective relay. Lastly, this chapter presents some proposals for future work.   

6.1 - Conclusions 

In today’s distribution grids the number of distributed generation units is increasing 

rapidly [31]. The continuous pressure of environmental institutions backed by Kyoto’s 

protocol and later by the European Directive 2020, makes it a priority to develop and increase 

the use of Distributed Generation renewable energies. Portugal has in fact pledged to 

increase the share of renewable from 20% in 2005 to 31% in 2020 [54].  

The connection of Distributed Generation at the distribution level has an impact on the 

protection system. Thus, there is a limitation on the penetration of generation into the 

network. The protection systems have to be rethought to allow the integration of high 

Distributed Generation capacity.  

The problems in the protection system of a distribution network that may happen due to 

high penetration of generation into the network were detected and theoretically analyzed. 

The problems detected were the interruption of the operation of feeder overcurrent 

protection, the unnecessary trip a healthy feeder, the failure of auto-reclosing and out of 

synchronism connection including islanding situation. These problems are influenced by the 

Distributed Generation capacity, its technology and location in the distribution network. The 

location of the fault also influences these problems.  

Through analytical validation it was shown how sympathetic tripping of a Medium Voltage 

protection scheme might occur when there is high penetration of generation. The results 
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showed that a healthy feeder could become unnecessarily out of service due to the 

contribution of the Distributed Generation to the fault in an adjacent feeder. 

An adaptive protection scheme was presented as a potential solution to integrate high 

Distributed Generation capacity into the distribution network and avoid sympathetic tripping 

from happening. Together with the characteristics of a multifunctional relay, this protection 

scheme automatically alters the operating parameters of the protective relays to maintain 

optimal performance in response to changing network conditions. This adaptive protection 

scheme requires an intelligent system, the Smart Substation Controller. This system 

determines if with the actual state of the network, the change of the operating parameters of 

the protective relays is necessary. Depending on its mode of operation, this intelligent system 

can be responsible to send a remote control to the protective relays to change their 

protection setting group. This approach of adaptive protection can benefit from low latency 

due to a local control. The intelligent system has interaction with the SCADA/DMS which is 

the one that states of its mode of operation.  

A real time closed loop test to validate the performance of a commercial protective relay 

under the concept of the Smart Substation Controller was made. For the first test the SSC was 

not considered. This test allowed to verify that with the existing settings of the phase 

overcurrent protection function sympathetic tripping may happen due to high penetration of 

generation into the network under study. For the second test, the SSC was considered. In this 

case, it was possible to verify the change of the protection scheme into a commercial relay, 

by an external command, to a more suited protection scheme taking into account the actual 

conditions of the network, namely the integration of Distributed Generation. In this case it 

was proved the change of setting group to one in which the operating parameters are better 

suited to integrate generation into the network and prevent sympathetic tripping from 

happening. Thus, the change of setting group allowed the Distributed Generation to maintain 

connected to the network when a fault in an adjacent feeder occurs.  

The closed loop test was essential in order to validate the change of setting group in a 

real application proving the adaptability of the commercial protective relay. This 

characteristic is appropriate to the Smart Grid context in future Distribution Network in which 

a large number of Distributed Generation is expected. 

6.2 - Limitations of this work 

Although various protection problems in Medium Voltage network with Distributed 

Generation were identified, they were not all considered in this work. Also it was only 

considered one type of short-circuit. In this dissertation the focus was only on sympathetic 

tripping for three-phase faults. This way the Smart Substation Controller concept was 

designed only for sympathetic tripping, not considering any other case and thus it may not be 

applied to the other protection problems identified. Since it was only considered the 

occurrence of three-phase fault, the commercial protective relay, used in the real-time 

closed-loop test, was only set with one protection function, namely, the phase overcurrent 

protection function for Medium Voltage feeders. The other protection functions were not 

considered. 

The protection at the point of interconnection between the distribution network and the 

Distributed Generation was also not considered, being only theoretically analyzed its 

influence on sympathetic tripping. The type of Distributed Generation considered was wind 
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power without the fault-ride through capability. This capability could have an impact on the 

protection problems identified; however for the network under study this capability was 

disregarded. 

The use of a new operating parameter to avoid sympathetic tripping when there is 

Distributed Generation connected to the network, did not considerer any possible 

coordination problems that could rise with the protections upstream. However, for the 

network under study, this solution was enough to prove the change of setting group in a 

commercial protective relay and avoid sympathetic tripping. On the other hand, it was 

considered only one configuration of the network. 

These limitations can be addressed in future works.   

6.3 – Possible Future work 

This work focused only in three-phase faults which are the most severe. The study of the 

influence of asymmetrical faults on the protection system of a Medium Voltage network, with 

Distributed Generation connected to it, could be of interest. These types of faults can also be 

simulated in the RTDS Simulator. 

Nowadays it is required for wind plants to have the fault ride-trough capability. Thus, it 

could be interesting to study the behavior of a Medium Voltage network protection system 

when there is a wind plant with that capability. The validation of the protection problems 

detected in that study could then be made. 

The coordination between the protection system of a distribution network and the 

protection system at the point of interconnection of the Distributed Generation with the 

network was only theoretically analyzed. Thus, the validation of their coordination could 

constitute a future work, as well a study of possible solutions for the problems detected. 

The proposed adaptive protection scheme could be used in a bigger and more complex 

network. Defining the control of the Smart Substation Controller for other protective relays at 

a different substation could be more challenging. 
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Appendix A 

Classification of the protection devices 
by ANSI/IEEE code 
 

 

 

The classification of the protection device is usually made through a numerical code. That 

code identifies the function of the device. Table A.1 shows some of the ANSI/IEEE codes and 

the respective protection function. 

Table A.1 – ANSI/IEEE standard device numbers 

ANSI/IEEE code Protection function 

21 Distance protection 

25 Synchronism check 

27 Undervoltage protection 

50 Overcurrent protection 

50BF Brocken conductor detection 

50N Neutral overcurrent protection 

51N Neutral AC time overcurrent protection 

59 Overvoltage protection 

59N Neutral overvoltage protection 

67N Neutral directional overcurrent protection 

79 Reclosing 

81 Frequency protection 

87 Differential protection 
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Appendix B 

Parameters used on simulations 
 

 

 

This appendix has all the parameters of the elements of the network used throughout this 

work. 

B.1 - Grid Equivalent 

The modeling of the High Voltage equivalent network is made considering the maximum 

short-circuit power (see Appendix C). In Table B.1 the grid’s characteristic for the study of 

short-circuits are described. 

 
Table B.1 – Parameters of the High Voltage equivalent network 

Parameter Value Unit 

Maximum Short-Circuit Power 250 MVA 

   

     2.5 - 

B.2 - Power Transformers and Medium Voltage Lines 

In Table B.2 and Table B.3 the parameters of the power transformer in the HV/MV 

substation and the interconnection power transformer that connects the DG to the 

distribution network are described. In Table B.4 it is described the parameters of both MV 

lines. 

 
Table B.2 – Parameters of the power transformer at the High Voltage to the Medium Voltage substation 

Parameter Value Unit 

Rated Power 20 MVA 

Transformation Ratio 60/15 kV 

Impedance Voltage 5 % 

Windings Connection Triangle-Star with neutral 
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Table B.3 – Parameters of the power transformer at the point of interconnection of the Distributed 
Generation with the distribution network 

Parameter Value Unit 

Rated Power 10 MVA 

Transformation Ratio 0.69/15 kV 

Impedance Voltage 5 % 

Windings Connection Star with neutral-Triangle 

 

 
Table B.4 – Parameters of the MV overhead lines 

Parameter Line 1 Line 2 

Nominal Section (mm2) 50 153 

Resistance 40ºC (Ω.km-1) 0.72791 0.32194 

Inductive Reactance (Ω.km-1) 0.41797 0.381822 

Capacity (pF.km-1) 8688 9546 

Maximum Capacity (A) 205 365 

Size (km) 0.0000001 1 

B.3 - DG source 

Table B.5, Table B.6 and Table B.7 shows the parameters of the DG unit, namely, 

synchronous generator, exciter system and velocity regulator, respectively. 

 
Table B.5 – Parameters of synchronous generator of the Distributed Generation unit. 

Parameter Value Unit 

Rated Power 20 MVA 

   1.5278 p.u. 

   1.0083 p.u. 

    0.1111 p.u. 

          0.0822 p.u. 

   0.0576 p.u. 

       0.03 p.u. 

       0.25 p.u. 

     2.35 p.u. 

      0.04 p.u. 

      0.12 p.u. 

  1 p.u. 

  0 p.u. 
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Table B.6 – Parameters of the exciter system of the Distributed Generation source 

Parameter Value Unit 

   0.006 seconds 

   25 p.u. 

   0.2 seconds 

   maximum or zero 10 p.u. 

   minimum -10 p.u. 

   or zero 1 p.u. 

   0.6544 seconds 

   0.1050 p.u. 

   1.0 seconds 

   2.47 p.u. 

       0.0350 p.u. 

   3.5 p.u. 

       0.6 p.u. 

 

 
Table B.7 – Parameters of the voltage regulator of the Distributed Generation source 

Parameter Value Unit 

R 0.10 p.u. 

   0.05 seconds 

     1 p.u. 

     0 p.u. 

   0 seconds 

   1 seconds 

   0 p.u. 

B.3 - Loads 

In Table B.8 it is presented the values of the loads used in this work. 

 
Table B.8 – Parameter of the loads 

Parameter Value Unit 

Load 1 8,0+j2,0 MVA 

Load 2 6,5+j1,0 MVA 
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Appendix C 

Modeling of grid elements for short-
circuit analysis 
 

 

 

C.1 - Modeling of grid equivalent 

 The High Voltage network can be modeled recurring to Thévenin equivalent represented 

in Figure C.1. Considering the values in Table B.1 it is possible to determine the equivalent 

impedance of the network. 

 

 

Figure C.1 – Thévenin network equivalent 

Considering the short-circuit power given by: 

 

    
     

       
 (C.1) 

 

Where: 

                   (C.2) 

  

 

Knowing the relationship         ,         becomes: 

 

                        
 (C.3) 
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Substituting Equation C.3 on Equation C.1 results in: 

 

    
     

                

      
     

                

 
(C.4) 

 

Since             and             the value of the resistance is given by: 

  

    
            

               
         

 

Knowing      it is possible to obtain the value of    : 

                    

 

Finally, the grid’s impedance is given by: 
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Appendix D 

Protection Settings 
 

 

 

This appendix has the settings of the protection functions used in this work. In this case it 

is only necessary the phase overcurrent protection function. 

D.1 - Phase overcurrent protection of Medium Voltage feeder 

relays 

The phase overcurrent protection function for the protection of MV feeders has three 

levels of detection (see Figure D.1). In each level the operation time of the protection has a 

different value. This value decreases with the increasing of the level of detection. The first 

level, designated as I>, is equal to the multiplication of 1.4 by the maximum capacity of the 

line      . The corresponding time of operation for this level is 1s. The second level of 

detection (I>>) is equal to the multiplication of 2 and has an operation time of 0.5s. The third 

and final level of detection (I>>>) depends on the voltage level of the distribution network. In 

this case the MV distribution network simulated has a voltage level of 15kV and so, the third 

level of this protection function has a value of 2000 A and an operation time of 0.1s. 

 

 

Figure D.1 – Phase overcurrent protection function for Medium Voltage feeders (Adapted from [14]) 
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Since the maximum capacity of line 1 is         , the three levels of detection of the 

phase overcurrent protection are given by: 

 

                          (D.1) 

                      (D.2) 

             (D.3) 

 

Since the maximum capacity of line 2 is         , the three levels of detection of the 

phase overcurrent protection are given by: 

 

                          (D.4) 

                      (D.5) 

             (D.6) 

 


